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Abstract 

Supervised concept learning based on Hom clauses is one of the most active areas of machine learning 
research. Two popular systems in this area are FOIL (First Order Inductive Learner) and FOCL (First 
Order Combined Learner). This paper points out sorne conceptual traps and pitfalls in which these two 
systems fall when they cope with sorne tasks taken both from the machine learning literature and from 
real world domains. An interpretation of the obtained results is provided. It is based on a comparison 
between the search space that these two systems should explore and the search space that they actually 
explore and on considerations about the representation of the examples as tuples in a relational database. 
Theoretically-founded solutions to the detected problems are suggested. Moreover, a more manageable 
practica! solution is proposed and its strengths and weaknesses in comparison with the theoretically
founded ones are evaluated. Such a solution has been satisfactorily implemented in a new version of 
FOCL. 
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l. Introduction 

Inductive learning is undoubtedly the paradigm that has been most widely investigated in machine 
learning. Itcan be subdivided into learningfrom examples- also called conceptacquisition or supervised 
learning - and learning by observation and discovery or unsupervised learning (Carbonell et al., 1983). 
In the former strategy, given a set of examples and counterexamples of one or more concepts, the task 
is to determine a general description - also called conceptdefinition,predicate definition, rule, or inductive 
hypothesis - far each concept to be learned that explains all of the positive examples and none of the 
counterexamples. In the latter strategy, the task is to find regularities explaining a collection (or at least 
most) of unclassified observations. 

Recently, a new research area, called Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) (Muggleton, 1991), was 
born. It lies between logic programming and learning from examples, and aims at inductively learning 
logic programs (Apt, 1990) from examples. ILP is characterized by a formal approach to the problem 
of learning from examples. 

The first formal method developed for inductive generalization is due to Plotkin (Plotkin, 1970; 
Plotkin 1971a; Plotkin, 1971b). Mostofthe work in the area ofILP refers to Plotkin's framework in arder 
to define the space in which the search for concept descriptions is performed. Unfartunately, the 
properties of the lattice Qt: defined by Plotkin (1970) considering full clausal logic are not preserved when 
the proper subset of Hom clause logic is considered. In particular, Plotkin's operator for computing the 
greatest lower bound (glb) of two clauses is not closed far Horn clauses, thus the set of Hom clauses 
is nota sublattice of Qt:. As a consequence, the use of Plotkin's framework far definite Hom clauses as 
in much of the machine learning literature is at least imprecise. 

Shapiro (1981) presented a framework far the inductive inference of logic theories. He developed an 
incremental inductive inference algorithm, the Model lnference Systems (MIS), that can identify in the 
limit (Gold, 1967) any model in a family of complexity classes offirst order theories. Both Plotkin's and 
Shapiro's systems proved very inefficient on real world tasks and were able to infer only simple logic 
programs from a small number of examples. 

Helft (1987) proposed a logical framework far inductive generalization that aims at reducing the size 
of the search space by restricting the representation language to function-free (but not constant-free) 
clausal logic. The two constraints adopted by Helft, namely the difference links and the linkedness of the 
Horn clauses, allow his algorithm (forfinding most specific generalizations) to infer better generalizations 
from a practica! point of view. Moreover, Helft's algorithm does not initially assume the difference links 
between variables, but learns ali and only those difference links necessary to determine the least general 
generalization (lgg) of two examples. More explicitly, it finds the lgg of two clauses with respect toan 
equality theory with an axiom schema of the farm ti'# tj for i '# j, where tk, k=l,2, ... , denotes either a 
constant or a variable of the language. 

The second constraint reduces both the size and the scope of the search space, but Helft claims that 
it prevents his algorithm from finding meaningless rules. 

Helft's framework, together with Plotkin's, is now commonly recognized as one of the two main 
frameworks far ILP (Bell and Weber, 1993; Kietz, 1993). 

Both the language biases adopted by Helft were explicitly embodied with sorne differences in the 
INDUCE program (Larson, 1977; Michalski, 1980), although the terminology used is completely 
different. The equivalent of the difference links is obtained by using a particular existential quantifier 
calleddistinctexistential quantifierandreplacingtheconceptof0-subsumption with the slightlydifferent 
concept of subgraph isomorphism, while linked clauses are called complete/y connected graphs (Larson, 
1977). It is worthwhile to note that INDUCE cannot learn Horn clauses but only decision rules in which 
variables are not allowed to occur in the action part. 



Recently Quinlan (1990) has developed a systern, called FOIL (First Order lnductive Learner), that 
learns definite Horn clauses frorn data expressed as relations. FOIL proved effective and efficient on 
rnany real world tasks. Nevertheless, Quinlan hirnselfrecognizes that "it is not difficult to construct tasks 
on which the current version of FOIL willfail". His interpretation is that the rnain reason for this failure 
is the greedy search performed to add literals to the body of each clause in a concept definition. 

FOCL (First Order Cornbined Learner) (Pazzani and Kibler, 1992) is an extension of FOIL in several 
aspects. The rnain extension allows FOCL to define and exploit background knowledge in the inductive 
learning process. 

Both FOIL and FOCL are widely acknowledged asan advance in the area of learning frorn exarnples 
(Wirth and O'Rorke 1991; Markov, 1993) and sorne authors recently provided FOIL with a theoretical 
foundation by casting it in the Plotkin's framework (Bell and Weber, 1993). 

This paper aims at pointing out sorne conceptual traps and pitfalls in which both FOIL and FOCL fall 
when they cope with both toy world problems taken from the machine learning literature and real world 
tasks taken from different domains. Furthermore, it provides a novel interpretation of the behaviour of 
these systems based on apure analytical approach to the problem of concept learning. With this purpose, 
Section 2 presents a brief overview of FOIL and FOCL and describes the representation language used 
by these two systems. A critical review of Plotkin's framework for the purposes of concept learning is 
presented in Section 3. Furthermore, we define a new operator J\b and prove in Section 3.2. that it 
computes the glb of any two Horn clauses, thus making the set of Horn clauses a lattice. Negative 
experimental results concerning FOIL and FOCL are shown in Section 4. All these negative results are 
explained by using the presented logical framework. These explanations straightforwardly suggest the 
way for overcoming the detected conceptual problems. The general theoretically-founded solutions are 
proposed in Section 5. In the same section, we claim that a language bias, namely object identity, achieves 
the same effect as the theoretical solutions in most but not all the cases. Moreover, we point out that object 
identity corresponds to introduce a model of generalization weaker than 0-subsumption, which increases 
the size of the search space defined by a generalization hierarchy by causing the splitting of each 
equivalence class into an infinite number of distinct equivalence classes, but reduces the scope of the 
search. It is worthwhile to note that object identity is equivalent to the distinct existential quantifier, 
denoted by 3. in INDUCE (Larson, 1977) and INDUBI (Semeraro, 1988; Esposito, 1990) and by 3* in 
(Haussler, 1989), one-to-one substitutions in SIERRA (VanLehn, 1989), and object-oriented 
generalization in MAGGY (Manago and Kodratoff, 1987). As already noted in Dietterich and Michalski 
(1983), bydroppingthisconstraint, "the algorithm-N.d.R. THOTHP (Vere, 1980)-creates generalizations 
involving a many-to-one binding of variables. While such generalizations may be desirable in sorne 
situations, theyare usually meaningless, and their uncontrolledgeneration is computationally expensive". 

2. FOIL and FOCL 

This section presents a brief overview of FOIL and FOCL. 

2.1. FOIL 

FOIL (Quinlan, 1990) combines the separate-and-conquer strategy adopted by the AQ family oflearning 
systems (Michalski, 1969; Larson and Michalski, 1975; Michalski and Larson, 1983) with the 
information-based heuristic used by sorne systems that learn decision trees (Quinlan, 1986). 

In FOIL each k-ary predicate is associated with a relation consisting of the set of k-tuples of constants 
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that satisfy that predicate. Thus, for instance, the binary predicate on-top will be associated with the 
following relation: 

on-top 

<a3, ªs> 
<a3, a,> 
<as, a6> 

where a3, a5 , a6 , a1 are constants used to represent distinct objects. Of course, all occurrences of a given 
constant in all the relations defined for a given learning problem denote the same subpart. A relation is 
associated to the predicate that we want to learn, as well. Such a relation is called target relation. Each 
relation, including the target relation, defines both positive and negative instances of the predicate, so 
that if a

3 
and a6 are not in the relation on-top the tuple <a

3
, a

6
> can be defined as a negative instance. 

Negative instances of a predicate can be defined either explicitly or according to the closed-world 
assumption (CW A) of Prolog. In this last case negative instances consist of all constant k-tuples other 
than those considered positive and they are generated by temporarily making a domain closure 
assumption (DCA). 

Given a Prolog clause of the form P(X
1
, X

2
, ••• ,X,) f- <p(V

1
, V

2
, ••• ,V), V¡e {X

1
, X

2
, ••• , Xk}u{Y

1
, 

Y2, ... , Y
0
},i=l,2, .. . r, where <p(V

1
, V

2
, ••• , V,Jdenotesaconjunction ofliteralsand the Y¡'s beingnewvariables 

introduced by at least one of the literals in <p(V1, V
2

, ... , V), then the set of constant (k+n)-tuples such that 
<p(V1, V2, ••• ,V) is satisfied can be partitioned into two sets as well: positive and negative tuples. Positive 
tuples are those for which their projections on the set of variables X

1
, X

2
, ••• , Xk define positive instances 

of P while the others are negative tuples. Therefore, if we want to learn the predicate top-part and the 
corresponding relation is: 

top-part 

<as> 
<a,> 
<c6> 

then the clause top-part(X) +-- on-top(X,Y) is satisfied by the set of tuples associated to the on-top 
relation: 

XY 

<a3, ªs> 
<a3, a,> 
<as, a6> 

where the last one is a positive tuple while the first two are negative since a
3 

is not a positive instance 
for the predicate top-part. 

Given a k-ary predica te P, FOIL learns a predi cate definition or rule for P, that is a set of definite Horn 
clauses in which P(X

1
, X

2
, ••• , Xk) is the literal in the head. Each clause of this rule should be satisfied only 

bypositive tuples while allclauses together should cover all positive instances of P(X
1
,X

2
, ••• ,X/ In other 

words, FOIL seeks a rule that is complete and consistent. 
FOIL adopts a separate-and-conquer search strategy to build a set of clauses. It starts with the unit 

clause P(X
1

, X
2

, ••• , Xk) +-- 0 whose body is empty and adds literals one by one to the body until it gets 
a clause of the form P(X1, X2, ••• , Xk) +-L

1
, L

2
, ••• , Ln that is consistent. Then, positive instances of P that 

are covered by such a clause are removed from the training set and, if there are still positive instances 
to cover, a new clause is leamed starting again from the unit clause. 

The decision of the literals L¡ to be added is made according toan information theoretic heuristic called 
information gain and defined as follows: 

Gain(L) = r+·[log
2
(p/(p

1
+n

1
)) - log/pJ(p

0
+n

0
))] 

where: 
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- p
0 
andn

0 
are the numbers ofpositive andnegative tuplescovered by theclausebefore adding the literal 

L¡, respectively 
- p 1 and n1 are the numbers of positive and negative tu ples covered by the clause after adding the literal 

L¡, respectively 
- y++ is the number of positive tuples covered by the clause before adding the literal L¡ that ha ve at least 

one corresponding extension in the positive tuples after adding the literal. 
Note that Gain(L) is negative if the positive tuples are less concentrated in the new set of tuples 

covered after adding L¡, than in the current set of tu ples. Among all the literals having positive gain, FOIL 
chooses that maximizing the gain function. B ut for which literals does FOIL test the corresponding gain? 
Each literalL¡ in the body of a clause takes one of the four forms Xj = ~' Xj ;t: Xk, Q(V 1, V 2, ••• , Vt), -.Q(V 1, 

V 
2

, ••• , Vt), where the Xi's are variables already introduced by previous literals (old variables) in the body, 
the V. 's can be both old and new variables, and Q is the same predicate associated with a relation. 

1 

Therefore, FOIL learns function-free Horn clauses since terms other than variables cannot occur as 
arguments of a literal. 

Sorne restrictions are imposed: 
1) the literal must contain at least an old variable 
2) infinite recursion has to be avoided when Q=P. 

The first restriction is dueto the fact that we are interested to leam only linked Horn clauses (Helft, 
1987). Furthermore, unlinked literals do not have gain anyway. 

Definition 1 (Linkedness) A Horn el a use is linked if all of its positive literals are linked. A positive literal 
is linked if at least one of its arguments is linked. An argument of a literal is linked if either the literal 
is the head of the clause or another argument in the same literal is linked. 

In FOIL, a Horn clause is linked if both its positive and its negative literals are. Linkedness is a 
restriction on the arguments of a clause that reduces both the size and the scope of the search space. 
Nevertheless, it generally prevents a learning sy'stem from introducing meaningless literals in the body 
of the leamed.clause. Therefore, similarrestrictions (sometimes exactly the same restriction) are adopted 
by many researchers and can be found in (Larson, 1977) with the name of connectedformulas, in (Vere, 
1980) with the name of association chains, in (Buntine, 1988) and (Manago, 1986). 

Of course, one mightobjectthatthe clausep(X) t-r(Y), q(X,Y) is linked but the firstliteral, r(Y),contains 
only new variables. However, it should be observed that such a clause is equivalent to 
p(X) t- q(X,Y), r(Y), which is, generally, computationally more efficient than the previous one. 
Moreover, it should be observed that the body of the clause p(X) t- -.r(Y), q(X,Y) must be interpreted 
as -, (3Y r(Y)) A 3Y q(X,Y), while p(X) t- q(X,Y), -.r(Y) must be interpreted as the very different 
3Y ( q(X,Y) A -.r(Y)) according to the standard Prolog interpretation of negated literals based on the 
negation-as-failure rule (Clark, 1978). In other words, when a negated literal -.r(Y) introduces only new 
variables, the whole clause will never be satisfied if there exists at least one element in the relation 
associated with r. 

As to restriction 2), it should be pointed out that Horn clauses may cause infinite recursion when sorne 
predi cate is allowed to appear both in the head and in the bod y of a clause. In arder to prevent this, Quinlan 
introduces a technique based on the concept of irreflexive partial ordering between variables. It is 
worthwhile to point out that this technique does not guarantee finite recursion on previously unseen 
examples, that is, on new tuples in the relation associated to a predicate defined by a recursive clause. 
In addition, such a recursion check is not useful for mutual recursion (neither for the tuples in the training 
set). 

Finally, we observe that the search strategy used by FOIL while building a single clause is a hill
climbing strategy which suffers from the horizon effect: A literal that proves to be desirable or even 
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essential from a global perspective (the whole clause) may appear relatively unpromising ata local level 
(a partially developed clause) and so may be left out. In order to avoid this problem, Quinlan (1991) 
introduced the concept of determínate literal. Suppose that we have an incomplete clause A f- L1, L

2
, ••• , 

Lm-J with an associated set T of tuples. A literal Lm is said to be determínate with respect to this partial 
clause if Lm contains new variables and there is exactly one extension of each positive tuple in T, and no 
more than one extension of each negative tuple that satisfies Lm. Unless a literal is found whose gain is 
close to(~ 80% of) the maximum possible gain, FOIL adds all determinate literals to the clause and tries 
again. The effect is that the search space is enlarged. At the end of the leaming process, when a predicate 
definition has been generated, a post-processing of clauses will prune all those literals, determinate or 
not, that will tum out to be unnecessary or even counterproductive. 

2.2. FOCL 

FOCL (Pazzani and Kibler, 1992) is an extension of FOIL in severa} aspects. In particular, sorne 
extensions allow FOCL to prune the search space while other extensions allow FOCL to define and use 
background knowledge for the problem at hand. 

A difference between these two systems concems the use of typing information that allows FOCL to 
reduce the search space. For instance, in the well known artificial task of learning to classify trains as 
Eastbound or Westbound (Larson, 1977), suppose that the partial clause eastbound(X) f-has-car(X,Y) 
has been generated. 

Then, FOCL will not test any variabilization of a predicate, say infront, in which X occurs - that is, 
literals infront(X,Y) or infront(Y ,X) - when it searches for a new literal to add. The type of the first 
argument of the predicate has-car is train while the type of the second argument is car. This means that 
X and Y have different types but both arguments of the predicate infront are of type car. Therefore, 
infront(X,Y) and infront(Y ,X) are meaningless with respect to typing, so that they should not be tested. 
FOIL does not exploit such a typing information, so wasting time to test meaningless literals1

• 

As to the use of backgroundknowledge, we ha ve already said that FOCL allows the definition ofboth 
extensional and intensional predicates. A predicate is defined extensionally when a relation (set of 
tuples) is associated with it, while a predicate is defined intensionally when it appears in the head of an 
inference rule expressed as a Horn clause. Alternative terms to denote extensionally and intensionally 
defined predicates are operationa/ and non-operationa/ predicates respectively. The goal of FOCL, like 
FOIL, is to create a predicate definition or rule in terms of the operational predicates2, that is complete 
and consisten t. During the search for suc h a rule, FOCL manages operational and non-operational 
predicates in the same way since the information gain can be computed for predicates defined both 
extensionally and intensionally. Moreover, when a partial, possibly incorrect, intensional definition of 
the concept to learn is provided, FOCL uses the information gain metric in arder to operationalize the 
concept description as in explanation-based leaming. 

Another characteristic thatdistinguishes FOCL from FOIL is the availability of relational clichés that 
suggest potentially useful combinations of literals to test while generating a clause of a predicate 
definition (Silverstein and Pazzani, 1991). In this way, clichés provide a form of look-ahead that tries 
to overcome the problem ofhorizon effect leading a hill-climbing search strategy to find localrather than 
global maxima. Relational cli

1

chés are an altemative approach to determinate literals exploited by FOIL. 
One cliché is the non-numerica/-constant cliché. It enables FOCL to learn Hom clauses in which 

l. Updated versions ofFOIL, namely FOIL2 through FOILS .O. include type definitions in order to overcome this problem. 
2. A more recent version of FOCL also aliows to find rules in which non-operational predicates appear in the body of the 

single clauses. In this case, the background knowledge is ncccssary in the classification process too. 
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constants can appear in the body of a clause by testing the pairs of literals Q(X, Y), eql-value(Y,y), where 
Q is a predicate while Y¡ is one of the possible values that Q can take. Note thatyi is a constant, thus FOCL 
is not constrained to learn function-free Horn clauses as FOIL when the non-numerical-constant cliché 
is used. The definition of such a cliché may ha ve sorne undesirable si de effect, so that it may be sometime 
preferable to constrain the language of hypotheses to that of function-free Horn clauses. 

Finally, it should be observed that FOCL implements a very simple technique to prevent infinite 
recursion. In particular, when a recursive literal p(Y) is added to the body of a clause whose head is p(X), 
the literal not(X=Y) is added as well. This technique is better than that implemented in mFOIL (Dzeroski 
and Bratko, 1992), which does not allow a clause to contain a literal in its body that is identical to the 
literal in its head, but less sophisticated than that implemented in FOIL. 

3. A critical review of Plotkin 's framework 

3.1. Preliminaries 

Subsequently, we refer to (Lloyd, 1987; Apt, 1990) for what concerns the basic definitions of a 
substitution, most general unifier(mgu),positive and negative literal, clause, definite ( or program) clause 
and Horn clause. In particular, we denote a substitution (or variable binding) a with 

(j = { X1 f- t 1, X2 f- t2, .•• , Xn f- tn} 

where the terms t1, t
2

, .. • , t" replace the variables x1 ,x2
, ••• ,x", respectively. Furthermore, dom( a) denotes 

the following set: 
dom( a)= { X1, X2, ... , Xn }. 

Given a first order expression $, vars($) is the set of the variables occurring in$. We will consider 
a clause as the set of its literals. If e. is a definite. Horn clause, then we will denote with H. its head. Any 

t t 

two clauses are always assumed to be variable disjoint. This does not limit the expressiveness of the 
adopted language since any two non variable disjoint clauses always can be standardized apart. 

Given twoexpressions$
1 
and$

2
, MGU($

1
, $

2
) is thesetofall the(equivalent)mgu'softheexpressions. 

We denote with = the syntactic equality between two expressions. Henceforth, we denote with (!, the set 
of the clauses of the language and with JI) the subset of Horn clauses. The term logic theory (or simply 
theory) is used as a synonym of logic program, i.e. a set of definite Horn clauses. 

Definition 2 (Subsumption) Let e
1

, e
2 

be two Horn clauses. We say that e
2 

subsumes e
1 

if and only 
if (iff) e

2 
logically entails er In formulae: 

C
2 
I= C

1 
(every model of e

1 
is a model of e

1
) 

A proof-theoretic counterpart for Definition 2, based on Robinson's (1965) results on resolution 
theorem proving, is given in (Bain and Muggleton, 1991). 

Definition 3 (0-subsumption) Let e
1

, e
2 

be two Horn clauses. We say that e
2 

8-subsumes e
1 

iff there 
exists a substitution (J such that c2 (J e el. 
Without loss of generality, we always assume that dom( a) e vars(C

2
). 

It is worthwhile to note that 0-subsumption is a strictly weaker order relation than subsumption for 
first-order logic (Plotkin, 1970; Helft, 1987; Niblett, 1988), as shown by Example l. 

Example l. (Helft, 1987) 
Let C = {P(x), P(f(x))} and D = {P(A), P(f(f(A)))} be two clauses. 
e subsumes D but e does not 0-subsumes D. 
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Nevertheless, contrarily to what stated in (Helft, 1987), definitions 2 and 3 do not become equivalent 
when we restrict to function-free (but not necessarily constant-free) first order logic, i.e. a first order 
theory with no functional symbols other than constants, as the following example3 points out. 

Example 2. 
eonsider the following clauses: 
e = { ancestor(Pasquale, Giovanni), -.parent(Pasquale, eaterina), -.ancestor(eaterina, Giovanni)} 
D = { ancestor(Pasquale, Giovanni), -.parent(Pasquale, eaterina), -,parent(eaterina, Maddalena), 

-,ancestor(Maddalena, Giovanni)} 
E= { ancestor(x, y), -.parent(x, z), -,ancestor(z, y)} 
E subsumes both e and D but it 0-subsumes only e. 

Henceforth, we will adopt 0-subsumption as our model of generalization. Therefore, we extend the 
same order relation in (Plotkin, 1970), defined in terms of 8-subsumption, to the augmented set ]J) of the 
Hom clauses plus the empty program. 

Definition 4 (Relative generality) Let e
1

, e2 be two Horn clauses. We say that e
2 

is more general than 
or equal to el - or that el is more specific than or equal to e2 -and we write4 el~ e2 if and only if (iff) 
el is the empty program or e2 8-subsumes el' i.e. 

e
1 
~ e1 iff e 1 = D or 3 a : e1 a~ e 1 

When the condition above holds, we say that e2 is a generalization of e1 and e1 is a specialization of er 
We write e

1 
< e2 when e

1 
~ e

1 
and not(e

2 
~ e

1
) and we say that e

2 
is more general than e

1 
(C

2 
is 

a proper generalization of C
1

) or e
1 

is more specific than e
2 
(e

1 
is a proper specialization of e

2
). 

We write e
1 

- e
2 

when e
1 
~ e

1 
and e

1 
~ e

1 
and we say that e

1 
is equivalent to e

2
• 

0-subsumption induces a quasi-ordering upon the set of Horn clauses, that is, ~ is reflexive and 
transitive, but not antisymmetric. 

- is the equivalence relation induced by~. Notice that it <loes not coincide with set equality. Indeed, 
two equivalent clauses under - can be not only alphabetic variants, but even have a different number of 
literals, asfor {P(x), P(f(y))} and {P(f(z))}. Thus, asPlotkin (1970)pointedout, thereisareducedmember 
of any equivalence class under - and this member is unique to within an alphabetic variant. 

Definition 5 (Factor) Let e= {1
1

, 1
2

, ••• , In} be a Hom clause. If a subset ofthe literals in e has an MGU 
a, the clause D obtained by applying a to e is called afactor of e. 

D =Ca, where a= MGU(l.
1
, l.?, ... , l.k), k~n and Le e for each j=l,2, ... ,k 

1 1- 1 IJ 

Definition 6 (Reduced clause) A clause e is reduced if it is not equivalent to any proper subset of itself. 
Formally, e is reduced iff D ~e, D - e implies that e= D. 

Plotkin (1970) reports an algorithm that retums a reduced clause D, given any clause C. The literals 
in e\ D are called redundant. 

Example 3. eonsider the following clause 
e= {bicycle(x), -,wheel(x,y), -,wheel(x,z)} 

It is easy to see that e is not reduced. Indeed, the two literals-.., wheel(x,y ), -.., wheel(x,z) can be unified 
through the substitution a = { z f- y } and the resulting factor 

C' =e a= {bicycle(x), -,wheel(x,y)} 
is logically equivalent to e and represents the reduced member of an equivalence class of Hom clauses. 

Henceforth, we will always work on the quotient set ]J)/ - and, when convenient, we will denote with 

3. Example 2 was suggested by Peter Idestam-Almquist. 
4. Differently from Plotkin, we write e

1 
~ e

2 
to indicate that e

2 
is more general than e1• 
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the name of a clause the equivalence class it belongs to. Indeed, the definition of ~ straightforwardly 
extends to equivalence classes under,..., as follows: 

Given two clauses C
1 

and C
2

, let [C
1
]_ and [C2]_ denote the corresponding equivalence classes under --. 

We say that [C
1
]_ ~ [C2]_ iff C

1 
~ C2. 

3.2. The lattice of H orn clauses 

An analysis of the algebraic properties of the ordering relation defined by 0-subsumption led Plotkin to 
state that the quasi-ordered set (rt.,/ --, ~) forms a lattice: 

(fl., j,...,' V íl'/\<!) 

where the lattice operations are defined as follows: 

[C¡L V<! [C2L = [lgg(C¡,C2)L 

[C
1
]_ ¡\(! [C2]_ = [C

1 
u C2]_ 

By lgg(C
1
,C

2
), wedenotethe leastgeneral generalization oftheclauses C

1
andC

2 
under0-subsumption. 

Formally, we give the following definition: 

Definition 7 (Least general generalization) A least general generalization (lgg) of two clauses is a 
generalization which is more specific than or equal to any other such generalization. 
Formally, given C1,C2e«., e is algg of {e1,e2

} if: 

i. c.~ e, i=1,2 
1 

2. 'v'D such that C.~ D, i=l,2: e~ D 
1 

lgg(e1,e2) = { e 1 ei~e, i=l,2 and 'v'D such that e¡~D, i=l,2: e~ D } 

This definition can be straightforwardly extended to any subset of «.. Of course, the lgg of any set of 
clauses is unique under --, i.e. llgg(e1,e2)I = l. 

Least general generalizations are extremely important in the area of inductive learning since they are 
the only generalizations that are guaranteed to be correct- or consistent, according to Mitchell's terminology 
(1982) - whenever correct generalizations exist (Idestam-Almquist, 1993). Furthermore, by definition, 
el V<! e2 = lgg(el ,e2) = lgg(e2,el) = e2 V<! el andel V<! e2 ... V<! ek = lgg(el ,e2, ... , ek) = lgg(el' lgg(e2' 
... , lgg(ek-1' ek) ... ))=el V<! (e2 V<! ( •.• (ek-1 V<! ek))), for any k; thus the results produced by any 
incremental (data-driven) learning algorithm are the same as those produced by any batch-learning 
algorithm, whatever were the order of the training examples, provided that both of them generate the lgg 
of the given examples. Of course, while a batch learner may perform a search for a lgg of a set of training 
examples either in a generalization orina specialization hierarchy, an incremental learning system must 
search in both of them according to the fact that the new training example is a positive ora negative one, 
if we do not want to lose the evidence provided by one of these two kind of examples. For these non
monotonic leaming systems, it is relevant to define the concept of most general specialization (mgs) of 
a clause against another clause (usually a negative example). A formal definition of mgs can be found 
in (Esposito et al., 1992; Esposito et al., 1993b; Esposito et al., 1993c). 

Example 4. 
¡ 

eonsider again the clauses in Example 2: 
e = { ancestor(Pasquale, Giovanni), -,parent(Pasquale, eaterina), -,ancestor(eaterina, Giovanni)} 
D = { ancestor(Pasquale, Giovanni), -,parent(Pasquale, eaterina), -,parent(eaterina, Maddalena), 

-,ancestor(Maddalena, Giovanni)} 
E= { ancestor(x, y), -, parent(x, z), -, ancestor(z, y)} 
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lgg(C, D) = F = { ancestor(x, y), -.parent(x, z), -.parent(u, v), -.ancestor(v, y)} 
Thus, F 0-subsumes both C and D, but, as shown by Example 2, E subsumes both C and D, thus it is 
less general than F under subsumption. Therefore, F is an overgeneralization of C and D. 

Example 4 points out that a (strictly) weaker order relation gives rise to a (strictly) weaker model of 
generalization. Indeed, the example shows clearl y that generalization under 0-subsumption is incomplete 
with respect to subsumption - in particular, 0-subsumption turns out to be incomplete for recursive 
clauses (Plotkin, 1971 b ). As told above, we adopt 0-subsumption as our model of generalization. This 
choice is common to most of the inductive learning systems that learn Horn clauses, such as eIGOL 
(Muggleton and Buntine, 1988), ML-SMART (Bergadano et al., 1988), LFP2 (Wirth, 1989), IRES 
(Rouveirol and Puget, 1990), GOLEM (Muggleton and Feng, 1990), OGUST (Vrain, 1990), eLINT (De 
Raedt, 1991), ITOU (Rouveirol, 1992), and is dueto the fact that 0-subsumption is more mechanizable 
and manageable than subsumption. 

Most of the work in the area of concept learning based on Hom clauses casts the generalization 
problem as a search problem according to (Mitchell, 1982), and refers to the algebraic structure 
(]f)/ -,v "'/\")to define the search space (hypothesis space). Unfortunately, the properties of the lattice 
(Qt/ -,v "'/\")are not preserved when the proper subset ]f)/,...,, is considered. Indeed, Plotkin defined the 
glb of two (variable disjoint) clauses as their union. The problem with this operator is that, when we 
restrict to Horn clauses, their union is not al ways a Horn clause. In fact, if both of'them ha ve a head, their 
union has more than one positive literal. Thus, ]f)/ - is nota sub/attice o¡«:/-, that is (]f)/ -,v "'/\")is 
nota /attice. On the other hand, if the two clauses had the same head, there would be no problem, since 
we consider clauses as sets. Observe that, if e

1 
~ e

1
, that is, e

1 
a~ C

1 
for sorne a, and C

2 
has a head, say 

H
2

, then C
1 
also has a head, say Hr Furthermore, the followingcondition holds: 8i a=H

1
• As aconsequence, 

ae MGU(Hl' H
2
). This suggests a general approach in which we generate a non trivial glb of two definite5 

clauses only when their heads, say H
1

, H
2

, are unifiable. In that case, the only positive literal of the glb 
could be the unification of H

1 
and Hr More precisely, it is their most general unification, given that we 

are looking for the greatest lower bound. The operator defined below follows this reasoning. 

Proposition l. 
Every non-empty, finite set of Hom clauses has a most general specialization. 
In formulae, if el, e2 E ]f)/ -, then: 

Proof: 

when ::3µE MGU{H1, H2) 

when either H1 or H2 is absent 

otherwise 

l. Assume µeMGU(H 1, H2). Let e= (e
1
u ez>µ. Then e~ eJor i = 1, 2. 

In fact 3µ s.t. e¡µ~ e
1
µue

2
µ = (e

1
u e

1
)µ =e. 

Assume there exists a clause C such that C ~e~ e¡, i = 1, 2. e is any lower bound of { e
1
, e

1
}. 

It suffices to prove that C - C, i.e. that the diagram of Figure 1 can always be filled in along the dotted 
line, so that it becomes co¡nmutative in a unique way. 
Observe that C has a head, say H. 
C ~ C implies that 3cr : Ccr~C and Hcr = H (1) 
~ ~ C. implies that 3cr. : C. a. e ~ and H. cr. = H (2) ~ 1 1 1 ,-~ 1 1 -

5. Recall that a definite clause is a Hom clause with exactly one positive literal. 
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Notice that, for i=l, 2, vars(H) n dom(a
3
_) = 0 as C

1
, C

2 
are variable disjoint. Analogously and 

without loss of generality, C. can be ch osen so that it is variable disjoint with both Ci and thus, for i=l ,2, 
vars(H) n dom( a)= 0. By (1), this implies that H

1 
cr

1 
a

2 
= 8i a

1 
a

2 
=H. 

So H is a common instance of H
1

, 8i and is more general, by (1), of their most general common 
instance H6

• This means that H...., H and so a
1 
a

1 
E MGU(H

1
, H

2
). 

Now, fori=l,2, ~ a
1 
a

2 
a= Ha= H= H¡µimplies that cr

1 
a

2 
a=µ. Moreover, bycorollary 9 of (Lassez 

et al., 1988), a is invertible. 
By (2) again, C¡ ai e C implies that Ci cr1 a 2 ~ C,, for i= 1, 2, since C,, Ciare disjoint. This implies that 
(C

1 
u C

2
)cr

1 
cr

2 
e C. 

Therefore, by (1), (C
1
u C) cr

1 
cr

2
cr e Ca e C = (C1u C2) µ which implies thatC,cr= C, since µ=cr

1
cr

2
cr. 

In conclusion, .Ca= C, Ha= H anda invertible imply that 30-1 
: C a- 1c .C. Hence, by definition, _c::;c 

and so .C.- C. 
2. Let C =(Cu C ). Obviously C ~C., i=l, 2. Assume that 3 .C.: C ::;.e~ C., i = 1, 2. Then, analogously 

1 2 1 1 

to l., for i=l, 2, 3cri: e¡ (Ji~ .e ande¡ (JI ª1 e .c. It follows that there exists ª1 ª2 such that e (JI ª1 = 
(C

1 
u C) cr

1 
cr

2 
~C. Hence, by definition, .c::;c and so .C - C. 

3. Assume MGU(H
1

, H
2

) = 0 and let C =D. By definition of ::;, C::; C¡, i = 1, 2. Ad absurdum, assume 
that 3 C: C ~ C::; C¡, i = 1, 2. Then, as in l., H is a common instance of H

1
, H

2
• But this contradicts 

the fact that H
1

, H
2 

are not unifiable because of the hypothesis. Q.E.D. 

The relevance of the operator defined by Proposition 1 in the area of inductive learning lies in the fact 
that it allows us to adopta weaker model of generalization in an inductive learning system without losing 
the possibility of generating (sorne or all of the) clauses typical of a stronger model of generalization, 
undercertain constraints (see Section 3.4). In fact, a weakermodel of generalization is more mechanizable 
and manageable, but less powerful. Moreover, the operator /\bis important in different areas other than 
inductive learning. 

In the area of logic programming, (Brogi et al., 1990), independently of us, introduced a similar 
operator with the purpose of composing logic theories. They provided both an operational ( transformational 
and interpretive) anda model theoretic anda denotational characterization of it and proved that they are 
equivalent. Unfortunately, their work lies completely outside the area of inductive learning since their 
dual operator for the union of logic theories is completely static when viewed at the knowledge level 
(Dietterich, 1988). Furthermore, (lf)/ -, v1P /\JJ) is notan algebra (see Section 3.3.) while an algebra of 
logic programs has been already defined (Mancarella and Pedreschi, 1988). 

' e 
Figure l. C is the only most general specialization of the clauses C1 and C2 in (IJ)/ -, vJJ, AJJ). 

6. Recall that H = H¡ µ where µE MGU(H 1, H2). 
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In the area of frame languages or object-centered representations and in the related area of the object
oriented databases and languages, the user is required to hand code a concept hierarchy - a hierarchy of 
classes of objects in the object-oriented terminology. Such concept hierarchies often appear as trees, but 
generally they can be lattices, sometimes called tangled hierarchies (Shapiro et al., 1988). In these 
structures, a concept is represented by an object or frame or unit, which consists of a list of slots - that 
represent the properties of the concept - and slot values or terminals. Subsumption is used to organize 
concept hierarchies. In this area, subsumption can be interpreted either extensionally, as set inclusion 
(containment) (Levesque and Brachman, 1987), or intensionally. This last interpretation corresponds 
to 0-subsumption for sorne authors (Finin, 1986; Stephens, 1990; Woods, 1991) and to subsumption for 
others (MacGregor, 1988). Inductive leaming can be used to provide a concept with an approximation 
of its intension (Sowa, 1984), by exploiting the instances of the conceptas training examples. The added 
value that inductive leaming can give to this area is to provide both knowledge bases and databases with 
an automatic facility that suggests the class each new added instance belongs to. Moreover, often a 
concept hierarchy must be updated to inserta new concept. In that case, it is desirable to locate properly 
the new concept in the hierarchy and to provide it with an intensional definition too. This can be 
efficiently achieved by applying the operator AJ) to the intensional definitions of the superconcepts of 
the new concepts without restarting a learning process, which is usually time-consuming. Subsumption 
techniques offer a unifying framework in the context of object-based representations (Napoli and 
Ducoumau, 1992), sin ce both inheritance and composition are orderingrelations weaker than subsumption. 
Thus the operator AJ) can be also used to salve problems with multiple inheritance, that are currently 
coped with interactively by asking the user to perform a choice (KEE U ser's Manual, 1986). 

For what concems the computation of the least upper bound (lub ), Plotkin's algorithm to find the least 
general generalization (lgg) of any two clauses implements a join operator which is already closed for 
Horn clauses. lndeed, given two Horn clauses, there exists at most oneselection7 that involves the positive 
literals in the clauses. We only need to extend trivially this algorithm so that the generalization ofD and 
any clause e is e itself. Let us call V T) the operatür corresponding to the extended algorithm. Then every 
pair of elements el, c2 in the quasi-ordered set ]f.)/,_, has ajoin el VJJ c2 anda meet e¡ /\JJ c2. It follows 
that (lf)/-, vll, Ay,) - or equivalently ('.lf)/-, :::;) - is a lattice. 

3.3. Characteristics of (JfJI-, vTJ, ATJ 

From the definition of vb and AJJ, it follows that every subset X of ]f.)/ - always has both a lub, which 
is at most the empty clause 0, anda glb, which is at least the empty program D. Therefore TJ/- is a 
complete lattice. 

TJ/,..., is not distributive. In fact, consider the clauses { P}, { --,Q}, { P, --,Q}. 
{P, --,Q} vy, ({P} Ay, {--,Q}) is {P,--,Q} while ( {P, --,Q} vy, {P}) Ay, ( { P, --,Q} vy, {--,Q}) is D. Animmediate 
consequence of this result is that (]f.)/-, vJJ, AJ)) is notan algebra. 

TJ/- contains ascending and descending chains of infinite length. 
An example of infinite strictly ascending chain bounded above by Q(x

1
) f- 0 is { C¡} ~ where8 

C
0 

= { Q(x
1
), --,P(x

1
, x

1
) } 

2i+l _ ¡ 

Ci+l = (C¡ - { --,p(X2i, X¡) } ) u u ( { --,p(Xj, Xj+l) } ) u { --,p(X2i+l, X¡) } 

jd 

7. Giveri two clauses, a selection is a pair of literals, taken one from each clause, having the same predicate symbol and sign. 
8. For clarity sake, in this example we use non variable disjoint clauses. 
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The body of C. contains a number of literals equal to twice as many literals in the body of C.. 
1+! 1 

An example of infinite strictly descending chain, adapted from (Plotkin, 1970), bounded below by 
D0 = { P(x, x), -.P(x, x) }, is { D¡} ~ 1 where 

D
1 

= { P(x
1
, x

2
), -.P(x

1
, x

2
) } 

D. =D. 
1 
u { -.P(x., x. 

1
) } 

1 1- 1 1+ 

It is worthwhile to note that an immediate consequence of the existence of infinite both descending 
and ascending chains is that the search space of any inductive system that learns Hom clauses is 
inherently infinite, when further language restrictions are not considered. Even more so, both general
to-specific and specific-to-general search strategies may go through an infinite path. This consideration 
points out the relevance of a proper definition both of the goal of the search - for instance, least general 
generalization vs. most general generalization - and of the language biases which, together with the 
adopted model of generalization, may reduce/increase the size of the search space, hopefully without 
reducing its scope (or at least reducing the scope of the search space only on meaningless clauses). 

The effect of different language biases on the algebraic structure of the search space and on its size 
and scope is investigated in the next section. 

3.4. The effect of language biases on the algebraic structure of the search space 

In this section, we consider four distinct language biases, namely domain-restriction, range-restriction 
(De Raedt, 1991), linkedness andobject identity. The first three biases constrain the kind of Hom clauses 
allowed, the last one limits the kind of substitutions considered. Subsequently, we define formally 
domain-restriction, range-restriction and object identity. As to linkedness, we refer to Definition 1 in 
Section 2.1. 

Definition 8 (Domain-restriction) A clause C is a domain-restricted clause iff all variables occurring 
in the body of the clause also occur in the head. 

A domain-restricted clause does not contain local variables, i.e. variables which occur in the body of 
the clause butnotin its head. Domain-restricted clauses have sorne desirable properties as to the problems 
of non monotonic reasoning (Barbuti et al., 1990) and of reducing the computational costs of the search 
performed by FOIL and FOCL. Indeed, the first version of FOCL adopted an iterative widening search 
strategy when generating literals to test. This means that FOCL first attempted to learn a domain
restricted clause and then, if such a search failed, it tried to learn linked clauses. 

Domain-restricted clauses should not be confused with range-restricted clauses. 

Definition 9 (Range-restriction) A clause C is range-restricted iff all variables occurring in the head 
of the clause also occur in the body. 

Range-restricted function-free clauses are also called groundable (Helft, 1989). 

It is worthwhile to note that domain-restricted clauses are also linked clauses, while this relation does 
not hold for range-restricted clauses. 

Example 5. 
Consider the following clauses: 

¡ e= {bicycle(x,y,z), -,wheel(x,y)} 
D = {bicycle(x), -.red(x), -.large(y)} 
E= {bicycle(x), -,wheel(x,y)} 
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C is adomain-restricted clause, thus it is also linked, but itis notrange-restricted, because of z.D is range
restricted, but it is not linked and it is nota domain-restricted clause, since variable y is local to the last 
literal in the body of the clause. E is linked and range-restricted, but it has a local variable, too. 

Definition 10 (Object identity) Variables with different names denote distinct objects (or units). 

Object identity is a restriction on the kind of substitutions allowed. More precisely, substitutions are 
necessarily injective functions under such an assumption. This means that only one-to-one variable 
bindings are allowed, instead of many-to-one variable bindings. Formally, object identity corresponds 
toan equality theory with an axiom schema ofthe form f(t

1
,s, ... ,tJ;t:g(t'

1
,t'2, ... ,t'm) wheneverf # g, where 

tk and t'k, k=l,2, ... , denote the terms of the language. 
For instance, the following clause: 

arch(x, y, z) t- on-top(x, y), left-of(y, z) 
is equivalent to: 

arch(x, y, z) t- on-top(x, y), left-of(y, z), [x#y], [x#z], [y#z] 
when object identity holds. 

Object identity assumption corresponds to introduce constraints (Jaffar and Lassez, 1987) in form of 
dijference links of the type [x#y] into the Horn clause representation of inductively learned rules. 
Therefore, under this assumption, we should speak more precisely of Inductive eonstraint Logic 
Programming (IeLP). 

Definition 11 (0-subsumption under object identity) Let e1, e2 be two Hom clauses. We say that e2 
8-subsumes e

1 
under object identity (e

2 
8

0
(subsumes e

1
) iff there exists a substitution a such that 

e2 (J k el and (J is injective. 

Definition 12 (Relative generality under object identity) Let e
1

, e
2 

be two Horn clauses. We say that 
e

2 
is more genera/ than Or equaf fo el Under object identity and We WrÍte el ~O/ e2 iff el is the empty 

program or e2 001-subsumes el' that is, 

el ~OI e2 iff el= D or :::1 (J: e2 (J k el and (J is injective 

Similarly to Definition 4, we can define the concepts of (proper) generalization/specialization and 
equivalence under object identity. The corresponding symbols will be endowed with the subscript OI. 
The following proposition holds: 

Proposition 2. 
Let e

1
, e

2 
be two Hom clauses, then: 

e1 ~01 e2 ~ e1 ~ e2 
while the opposite is not true in general. 

Proof: 
Trivial. 

Therefore, 0-subsumption under object iden tity is a model of generalization weaker than 0-subsumption, 
which in tum is weaker than subsumption. 

Example 6. 
eonsider again the clause of Example 3: 

e= {bicycle(x), -,wheel(x,y), -,wheel(x,z)} 
It is easy to see that under object identity e cannot be further reduced. Indeed, the two clauses e and C' 
= {bicycle(x),--, wheel(x,y)} define two distinct equivalence classes under,.., or 
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Example 7. 
a) eonsider the following Hom clauses: 

e 0 = { Q(x
1
), -.P(x

1
, x

1
) } 

e 1 = { Q(x
1
), -,P(x

1
, x), -.P(x2, x1

) } 

e 2 = { Q(x1), -.P(x
1

, x2), -,P(x2, x3
), -.P(x

3
, x

4
), -.P(x

4
, x

1
) } 

eº :::; el~ e2 but not ceo :::;OI el :::;OI e2). 
Note that C0, C1 and C

2 
are nodes of the infinite strictly ascending chain in (Jf)/ -, :::;) cited in Section 

3.3. In (Jf)/ -, ~01) such an infinite chain does no longer exist, even though all the clauses C¡ still exist. 

b) eonsider the following Hom clauses: 
e

1 
= { P(x

1
, x2), -.P(x

1
, x

3
), -,P(x

3
, x2) } 

e
1 

= { P(x
1

, x2), -.P(x
1
, x

3
), -.P(x

3
, x

4
), -,P(x

5
, x) } 

el:::; e2 but not (el :::;OI e). 

Example 8. 
eonsider the following Hom clauses: 

D
0 

= { P(x, x), -,P(x, x) } 
D

1 
= { P(x

1
, x2), -,P(x

1
, x2) } 

D2 = { P(x
1

, x2), -,P(x
1
, x2), -,P(x2, x3

) } 

Di+l:::; Di and Di+l :::;01 Di, but while the condition D0 :::; Di holds for i=l,2, ... , the condition D0 :::;01 Di is 
false for any i=l,2, ... 
Note thatD

0
, D

1 
andD

2 
are nodes of the infinite strictly descending chain in (Jf)/-, :::;) cited in Section 

3.3. In (Jf)/ ,..., :::;
01

) such an infinite chain exists butD 
0 

does no longer belong to it. Moreover, the risk that 
a (general-to-specific) search in to a specialization hierarchy goes infinitely through this path is purely 
theoretical and belongs to the sphere of the asymptotic analysis of the behaviour of learning systems, 
since it can happen only in the unrealistic case one of the training examples consists of an infinite number 
of literals. 

Example 9. (Manago and Kodratoff, 1987) 
Let E

1 
and E2 be two positive examples of the predicate b/ocks(x) (see Figure 2): 

blocks(objl) :- part-of(objl, pl), part-of(objl, p2), on(pl, p2), 
is-a(pl, cube), is-a(p2, cube), 
size(p 1, small), size(p2, big), 
color(pl, black), color(p2, stripes) 

blocks(obj2) part-of(obj2, p3), part-of(obj2, p4), on(p3, p4), 
is-a(p3, cube), is-a(p4, cube), 
size(p3, small), size(p4, big), 
color(p3, stripes), color(p4, black) 

E1 lli 

Figure 2. Two examples from the blocks-world domain. 
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The lgg of E
1 

and E
2

, lgg(E
1

, E
2
), is the following linked Horn clause G: 

G blocks(x) :- part-of(x, xl), part-of(x, x2), part-of(x, x3), part-of(x, x4), on(xl, x2), 
is-a(xl, cu be), is-a(x2, cu be), is-a(x3, cube), is-a(x4, cube), 
size(xl, small), size(x2, big), 
color(x3, black), color(x4, stripes) 

which has a number of literals greater than both E
1 

and Er Indeed, we have: G cr
1 
~ E

1 
and G cr

2 
~ E

2
, 

where cr
1 

= { x f- objl, x
1 
f- p1, x2 f- p

2
, x

3 
f- p

1
, x4 f- p

2 
} and cr

2 
= { x f- obj2, x

1 
f- p

3
, x

2 
f- p

4
, 

x
3 
f- p

4
, x

4 
f- p

3 
} are many-to-one variable bindings. Under object identity assumption, Gis no longer 

a generalization of E
1 

and E
2 
since many-to-one variable bindings are not permitted. The following two 

linked Horn clauses, G1 and G2, 

G
1 

blocks(x) :- part-of(x, xl), part-of(x, x2), on(xl, x2), 
is-a(xl, cube), is-a(x2, cube), 
size(xl, small), size(x2, big) 

G
2 

blocks(x) part-of(x, xl), part-of(x, x2), 
is-a(xl, cube), is-a(x2, cube), 
color(xl, black), color(x2, stripes) 

have the property to be more specific (less general) than any other generalization of E
1 
and E

2 
under object 

identity, but their mutual generality cannot be compared. In formulae: 

1. E¡ srn G 1 and E¡ srn G2, i = 1,2 

2. VD such that E¡ srn D, i=l,2: not (D <rn G), j=l,2 

In particular, when D = Gk, k;éj, the following conditions hold: not (G1 <rn G
2
) and not (G

2 
<rn G

1
). 

Furthermore, both 0
1
and0

2 
are reduced, thus they are not equivalent, i.e. not( 0 1 -rn 0

2
). It is easy to 

see that both in (lJ)/ -, s) and in (D)/ -, sm) G exists and is a specialization of both G
1 

and G
2

, i.e. G 
<O 

1
, G < G

2 
and O <rn G 

1
, O <rn G2• Nevertheless, as told abo ve, in (D) / - , srn ), Gis no longer a generalization 

of E
1 

and E
2

• The example confirms the fact that em-subsumption is a model of generalization weaker 
than 8-subsumption. 

The previous example makes clear the fact that, under object identity assumption, the set of the Horn 
clauses is no longer a lattice, but it is simply a quasi-ordered set, that is, (JJ)/ -, s) is a lattice, while 
(JJ)/ -, srn) is not. Quasi-ordered search spaces that are notlattices arefinitary as to the problemof finding 
a lgg of two or more clauses. That is, there exists a set of lgg of any pair of elements in JJ)/ - and this set 
is at most finite, while lattices are unitm)' by definition (there exists a unique reduced lgg). As a 
consequence, when the search space of a learníng algorithm is finitary, Definition 7 should be modified 
as follows: 

Definition 13 (Lgg in quasi-ordered spaces) In a quasi-ordered space, a least general generalization 
(lgg) of two clauses is a generalization which is not more general than any other such generalization, that 
is, it is either more specific than or not comparable to any other such generalization. 
Formally, given C

1
,C

2
e Qt, C is a lgg of {C

1
,CJ if: 

l. C. s C, i=l,2 
1 

2. VD such that C. s D, i=l,2 : not (D < C) 
1 

lgg(C
1
,C

2
) = { C 1

1 C¡sC, i=l,2 and VD such that C¡::;D, i=l,2: not( D<C) } 

Of course, the same results apply to Horn clause logic. 
Oeneralizations in the quasi-ordered space (JJ) I - , ~ 

1 
) are al so called ob ject-oriented ( or unit-oriented) 

generalizations, in contrast with generalizations in (lf) 7-, s ), that are saidfeature-oriented generalizations 
(Manago and Kodratoff, 1987). In the former, variables represent distinct conceptual objects (units) and 
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must be bound to different units, in the latter many-to-one variable bindings are allowed. 
(]Í}/ -, :::;;m) has another desirable property for the problem of generalization. In this space there exist 

only finite strictly ascending chains since the set of all generalizations of a clause C corresponds to the 
power set of C, i.e. the set of all subsets of the literals of C, thus each proper generalization of Chas a 
number of literals less than the number of literals of C (VanLehn, 1989). In formulae: 
Let C be a clause and GEN

0
/C) the set of all the generalizations of C under object identity. It holds that: 

OENm(C) = { D e ]f)/....., 1 IDI< ICI } = 2c 
where IAI denotes the number of literals in the clause A and < denotes the usual relational operator 
between integers. 

As a consequence, the cardinality of lgg
01

(C
1
,C

2
) in (JJ)/ -, :::;;m) is upper bounded by the following 

condition: 
llgg

0
¡(C

1
,C

2
)1:::;; IOEN

01
(C

1
) n OENOI(C

2
)1=2n, where n = min { IC

1
1, IC

2
1 }. 

On the contrary, the feature-oriented generalization G of the two clauses E1 and E2 in Example 9 is 
longer than both E and E,. Indeed, when many-to-one variable bindings are allowed, there exist infinite 

l ~ 

strictly ascending chains in the lattice of the Horn clauses, as stated in Section 3.3. 
Oiven two clauses C

1 
and C

2
, it holds that: lgg(C

1
,C

2
):::;; D for each Din lggrn(C

1
,C

2
). 

All the results above extend straightforwardly to the proper subset of the linked Horn clauses. 
These results show clearly the fact that 0 o(subsumption is a weaker model of generalization than 0-

subsumption, that is, the lgg's generated by assuming 0m-subsumption as model of generalization are 
overly general w.r.t. the corresponding unique 0-subsumption-based lgg. 

The operator defined by Proposition 1 in Section 3.2 is able to recover, under certain constraints, the 
unique lgg of two clauses that can be generated under 0-subsumption, but not under 0rn-subsumption. 
Forinstance, in Example 9, the operator /\b can be used to generate G = lgg(E

1
, E

2
) from G

1 
and G

2 
(after 

having standardized apart 0
1 

and 0
2
) as follows: 

0
1 
= { blocks(x), -,part-of(x, xl), -,part-of(x, x2), -,on(xl, x2), -,is-a(xl, cube), -,is-a(x2, cube), 

-,size(xl, small), -,size(x2, big) } 

0
2 
= {blocks(y), -,part-of(y, x3), -,part-of(y, x4), -,is-a(x3, cube), -,is-a(x4, cube), 

-,color(x3, black), -,color(x4, stripes) } 

O= 0
1
¡\J)0

2
= (0

1
u0

2
)µ = 

= { blocks(x), -,part-of(x, xl), -,part-of(x, x2), -,part-of(x, x3), -,part-of(y, x4), -,on(xl, x2), 
-,is-a(xl, cube), -,is-a(x2, cube), -,is-a(x3, cube), -,is-a(x4, cube), 
-,size(xl, small), -,size(x2, big), -,color(x3, black), -,color(x4, stripes) } 

where µ = { y f- x } . Figure 3 shows the explored portian of the search space for this example. 
It is relevant to observe that the process of searching for the lgg's of any two clauses under the weaker 

model of generalization represented by 0
01

-subsumption and then applying the operator /\J) in arder to 

_J_ 

~. 
1 
1 

16 

Figure 3. A portian of the lattice (lf)/ -, :::;; ). T and 
J_ denote the top element ( the empty clause 
blocks(x) :- 0) and the bottom element ( the 
empty program D ), respectively. 
A node represents an equivalence class under-. A 
dashed arrow from a node A to a node B means 
that A is more general than B. A plain arrow from 
A to B means that A is more general than B and 
there is no C such that A is more general than C 
and e is more general than B. 



recover sorne generalizations of the same clauses under 0-subsumption <loes notreduce the computational 
complexity of the problem, since the following theorem dueto Haussler (1989) holds: "The problem of 
determining if there is an existential conjunctive concept consistent with a sequence of m of examples 
over an instance space defined by n attributes (where m and n are variable) is NP-complete, even when 
there are no binary relations defined, each attribute is Boolean valued, and each example contains 
exactly two objects." 

00I-SUbsumptÍOn ÍS the generalizatÍOn model underlying most Of the earliest inductive learning 
systems developed in the seventies, such as ARCH (Winston, 1970), SPROUTER (Hayes-Roth, 1974), 
Thoth-pb (Vere, 1977), INDUCE 1.1(Larson,1977), and sorne more recent empirical learning systems, 
such as MAGGY (Manago and Kodratoff, 1987), INDUBI (Semeraro, 1988; Esposito, 1990) and 
SIERRA (VanLehn, 1989). A consistency-preserving refinement operator that copes with the dual 
problem of finding a most general specialization (mgs) in the generalization model defined by eo( 
subsumption can be found in (Esposito et al., 1992; Esposito et al., 1993b; Esposito et al., 1993c). 

Henceforth, we will denote with il the set of the domain-restricted Horn clauses, with 1t the set of 
the range-restricted Horn clauses and with 1& the set of the linked Horn clauses. Obviously, il / - e 1&/ 
- e JI)/ - e fL/ -. As claimed by Buntine (1988), surprisingly generalization and specialization 
hierarchies possess very different properties. In the following, by size of the search space we mean the 
number of equivalence classes in a specialization/generalization hierarchy. Both domain-restriction and 
range-restriction and linkedness reduce the size of both specialization and generalization hierarchies. 
Conversely, object identity increases the size of the hypothesis space, as Examples 6, 7, 8 and 9 show, 
but it reduces the scope of the search, as Example 9 shows. Therefore, differently from sorne authors 
(Jung, 1993, pg.89), we claim that a weaker generalization model, like that induced by object identity, 
does not necessarily reduce the size of the search space. Table 1 summarizes the most relevant properties 
of the search spaces defined adopting one of the previously presented biases ora combination of them. 

Table 1 
Legend: Q.o. set is an abbreviation for quasi-ordered set. Finite (infinite) generalization/specialization 
hierarchies means that there exist finite (infinite) chains in the generalization/specializations hierarchies. 
No results are reported for (JI)/ -,v 11r,1\¡r) since JI)/ - is not closed w.r.t. the !\11r operator. 

Space Algebraic structure Generalization hierarchies Specialization hierarchies 

(JI)/,...,' V <t ,!\c¡t) 

(Jf) /,...,,V f) ,AJ)) = 
=(JI)/-,~) 

(Jf) j,...' ~OI) 

(1&/-,v,,,!\,,) = 

= (1&/-, ~) 

(1&/-, ~OI) 

(J.)/,...,' V 1''/\f)) = 
= (J.11-, ~) 

(J.i/ -, ~OI) 
(lt/ -,V,,,Af)) = 
= (lt/-, ~) 
(lt/ -, ~OI) 

Lattice 

Lattice 

Q.o. set 

Lattice 

Q.o. set 

Lattice 

Q.o. set 

Lattice 

Q.o. set 

Infinite Infinite 

Infinite lnfinite 

Finite Infinite 

Infinite Infinite 

Finite Infinite 

Finite Finite 

Finite Finite 

Infinite Infinite 

Finite Infinite 
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4. Experiments with FOIL and FOCL 

This section presents sorne experimental results obtained by running FOIL and FOCL9 both on classical 
tasks from the machine learning literature and on real world applications. 

Henceforth, unless otherwise stated, we will always refer to the space ~/ - of the linked Horn clauses, 
since this is the search space for both the learning systems FOIL and FOCL. It is worthwhile to note that 
both FOIL and FOCL adopt 0-subsumption as model of generalization and do not make the object 
identity assumption, thus the search space for these systems is~/-,~). 

The high level view of both FOIL and FOCL algorithms has two main stages: separate and conquer. 
The separate stage of the algorithm is basically a loop that checks for the completeness of the current 
rule and, if this check fails, begins the search for a new consistent clause, while the conquer stage performs 
a general-to-specific search to construct the body of the new clause. 

Therefore, as to the search space, we can more precisely state that the search space for the separate 
stage is 2~/-, i.e. the power set of~/-, while the conquer stage searches for a consistent clause in the 
only specialization hierarchy of (l&/ -, ~) rooted into the linked Horn clause whose head contains the 
predicate to be learned and whose body is empty, i.e. P(X) ~ 0, if Pis the predicate that denotes the 
concept to learn. From Table 1, we know that such a specialization hierarchy contains infinite chains. 

In the following, we point out sorne traps and pitfalls in which both FOIL and FOCL fall and provide 
an explanation for these negative results on the ground of the revised logical framework in Section 3. 

4.1. Learning the concept of an arch 

The objects in Figure 4 are the training examples supplied to FOIL and FOCL in orderto learn the nature 
of an arch much like the arch which Winston de.scribes (Winston, 1970). The set A = { A

1
, A

2
} in eludes 

examples of arches and the set N = {N
1

, N
2

, N) contains examples of objects that are not arches. The 
predicates used to describe the objects are the following: 

N1 
Ai pl 

p8 p9 

p2 p3 
p7 

N1 

plO 
1 

pll 1 1 pl2 
A2 

N3 p13 

p5 p6 

Figure 4. Training set for the problem arch. 

9. All the experiments were run using FOIL5 .O (Quinlan and Cameron-Jones. 1993) and FOCL-1-2-3 Version 1.1 (Pazzani 
and Brunk, 1993). 
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arch(X) 
cont(X, Y) 

on(X, Y) 
touch(X, Y) 

or-hor(X) 

or-ver(X) 

or-not-appl(X) 

sh-rect(X) 

sh-tri(X) 

X is an arch 
X contains Y 
X is on Y 
X touches Y 
X is horizontally oriented 
X is vertically oriented 
X has no orientation 
X has a rectangular shape 
X has a triangular shape 

The complete descriptions of the five examples are reported in Appendix A. 
FOIL takes .1 seconds to generate no. clause, that is, it is notable to find a definition for the concept 

arch from the given training set. 
FOCL too is notable to generate a complete and consistent concept definition and, moreover, the 

learning process does not converge, that is, FOCL's search does not termínate. 
As stated above, the search space of the conquer stage in FOCL is the specialization hierarchy of 

CJf>/ -, ~) rooted into the linked Hom clause arch(X) ~ 0. Therefore, one reason for FOCL not to 
converge towards a solution is that the search goes through an infinite strictly descending chain of the 
(0-)subsumption hierarchy, such as {D)G::

1 
of Example 8, that is an unrealistic'hypothesis, as already 

stated. Anotherpossibility is that the operation of adding a literal to the body of the current clause actually 
generalizes the clause rather than specializes it. In such a case, the search would go through an infinite 
strictly ascending chain of the 0-subsumption hierarchy, such as { C¡} G::o of Example 7a. But no infinite 
strictly ascending chain in the search space can be generated by FOCL's conquer stage since at each step 
the new clause strictly contains the previous one, while this condition does not hold for the infinite strictly 
ascending chains of clauses in CJf>/-, ~). Therefore, this hypothesis is ruled out. 
An analysis of the ongoing running of FOCL provides a simple explanation of this apparently 
contradictory behaviour. Figure 5 is a snapshot of the state ofFOCL's search ata time t. It shows an AND/ 

(cont ?O ?1) 

(or-not-appl ?l) [1+ 0-] 

(cont ?O ?1) 

(or-ver ?1) 

(on ?2 ?l) 

(sh-rect ?1) 

(cont ?O ?3) 
(arch_learned_rule ?O) 

{sh-rect ?3) 2+ 3- Examples 
163+ 1- Covered (cont ?O ?4) 

(sh-rect ?4) 

(cont ?O ?5) 

(sh-rect ?5) 

(cont ?O ?6) 

(sh-rect ?6) [162+ 16-] 

Figure 5. Partial AND/OR graph produced by FOCL for the problem are h. Variables are denoted by 
?n, n=O, 1,2 ... 
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OR graph corresponding to the following two clauses: 

C
1 

arch(?O) :- cont(?O, ?1), or-not-appl(?l) 

C
2 

arch(?O) :- cont(?O, ?1), or-ver(?l), on(?2, ?1), sh-rect(?l), 
cont(?O, ?3), sh-rect(?3), 
cont(?O, ?4), sh-rect(?4), 
cont(?O, ?5), sh-rect(?5), 
cont(?O, ?6), sh-rect(?6), ... 

The former is a consistent clause, which covers only the positive example Ar The latter is the clause 
that FOCL is generating in the attempt to achieve completeness. Of course, actually this clause is a partial 
one, but it is enough to give us an insight of what is going on: 

FOCL 's conquer stage searches in the wrong specialization hierarchy 

lsttrap: 
FOCL 's conquer stage perfonns its search in the lattice (%, ~) of ali the linked H orn clauses rather 

than in the lattice (%/-, ~) of ali the equivalence classes (that have a linked Hom clause as a reduced 
member). 

Indeed, it is easy to see that the second clause in the rule for arch is logically equivalent to the clause: 

C
3 

arch(?O) :- cont(?O, ?1), or-ver(?l), on(?2, ?l), sh-rect(?l), 
cont(?O, ?3), sh-rect(?3) 

In formulae: 

C
2

,..., C
3

, i.e. C
2 
~ C

3 
and C

3
:::;; C

2 

Indeed C
3 

cr
1 
e C

2 
and C

2 
cr

2 
~ C

3 
hold, where cr

1 
= {} and cr

2 
= { ?4 f- ?3, ?5 f- ?3, ?6 f- ?3 } . 

C
2
,C

3
e [C

2
]_ 

FOCL does not implementan algorithm for testing the equivalence of the newly generated hypothesis 
with respect to the previous one. As a consequence, the search continues by generating-and-testing 
hypotheses that belong to the same equivalence class as the previously generated hypothesis, actually 
remaining inside the same node of the specialization hierarchy and with no mean to go out from there. 

In other words, the conquer stage in FOCL's high level view defines incorrectly its termination 
condition, therefore there is no guarantee of terrnination. 

In the running above, we introduced the relational cliché CONT by which FOCL is said to test the 
couples of literals: 

cont(X,Y), Q(V
1
, V

2
, ... , V) 

In fact, the pair ofliterals cont(?O, ?n), sh-rect(?n) tums out to have the maximum information gain 
at each step of the search for a new literal to add. We chose to use relational clichés since a previous 
experiment with no relational cliché pointed out that FOCL could not generate any concept definition, 
exactly as FOIL. Moreover, setting one of FOCL's built-in functions, namely the eql built-in function 
thatallows itto testalso theliterals eql(X, Y) (and theirnegations) 1º, had no effecton theresultsince these 
literals have a low information gain. 

It is interesting to observe that Quinlan (1990) reports a result obtained by FOIL on the task oflearning 
the concept of arch 11

• lf we compare the experiment performed by Quinlan to the similar experiment 
presented above, we can easily observe that Quinlan's formulation of the arch problem makes the 
learningprocess easier. In fact, FOIL leams the predicate arch( A,B, C) instead of arch( A). This is apparently 
a slight difference, but as a matter of fact it does not allow the leaming system to exploit any training 

10. This would allow FOCL to create literals corresponding to difference links. 
11. FOIL5.0 is released with sorne data files. The file containing the input data for the arch problem is winston.d. 
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instance whose number of parts is different from three. For instance, FOIL cannot exploit training 
examples like those in Figure 6, in which a post consists of two bricks (A 3) or three posts support a lintel 
(A

4
). This represents a strong limitation when a leaming system has to cope with real world domains. 

Indeed in the field of computer vision - the area addressed by Winston's thesis (we recall that Winston 
refers to instances with the name of scenes) - the processes of segmentation and edge detection are 
affected by noise, thus it happens very rarely that all the observed objects have exactly the same number 
of components. Moreover, another cause of this is the intrinsic variability of the instances of a class. In 
the area of structural pattem recognition, local deformations can cause a primitive in a pattem to be split 
into two, or two separate ones to be merged into one (Sanfeliu and Fu, 1983). For example, in character 
recognition, a character stroke may be broken into two segments after preprocessing or two close 
segments may be joined in to one dueto noise (Wong and Y ou, 1985). An example of a real world domain 
conceming the understanding of 2-dimensional scenes is reported in Section 4.4. In this domain, the 
problem addressed above is known with the name of fragmentation and strongly affects the phase of 
layout analysis. 

As a matter of fact, our formulation of the are h problem is more similar to that in (Larson, 1977) and 
requires that the leaming system be able to determine autonomously the number of components (and their 
characteristics) that are sufficient to discriminate the positive instances of the target concept from the 
negative ones. Conversely, the representation adopted by Quinlan biases the leaming system towards the 
generation of concept definitions whose clauses are both domain-restricted and range-restricted, since 
all the arguments of the predicates in the language of the problem refer to components, with the exception 
of the first argument of the predicate cont, that refers to the arch itself. 

4.2. Learning the concept of a bicycle 

Helft (1987) reports a very simple leaming task. The learning system is given two descriptions of a 
bicycle: 

B
1
: bicycle(objl) :- wheel(objl, pl), wheel(objl, p2) 

B
2

: bicycle(obj2) :- wheel(obj2, p3), wheel(obj2, p4) 

Helft observes that the best generalization á la Plotkin obtainable from these examples is: 

G: bicycle(X) wheel(X, Y) 

since the clause: 
G': bicycle(X) :- wheel(X, Y), wheel(X, Z) 

is logically equivalent to G (Gis afactor of G"). As a consequence, the number of wheels does not appear 
in the concept description of bicycle, even though it is a relevant characteristic. 

As expected, both FOIL and FOCL learn the same rule bicycle(X) ~ 0, when cope with this task. This 

pl6 p20 

pl7 
pl9 p21 p22 23 

pl8 

Figure 6. F our-component instances for the problem are h. 
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result is easily explained by the fact that these two systems successfully adopta lazy learning strategy 
that biases the search towards the generation of maximally general discriminant descriptions rather than 
least general generalizations. Therefore, when no negative examples are provided, the rule discovered 
will always consist of a single clause whose body is empty. 

The behaviour of these two systems is more interesting on two slightly different learning tasks, that 
we created purposely. The two leaming problems differ from each other by the description of a unique 
negative example that we added to the original training set. 

In the former problem, the training set consists of the positive examples B
1 

and B
2 

and the negative 
example N

1
: 

N
1
: non-bicycle(obj3) :- 0 

Both FOIL and FOCL generate the same clause: 

B: bicycle(A) :- wheel(A, B) ( (bicycle_learned_rule ?O) H (wheel ?O ?1) 1 [4+ 0-) 

In the latter problem, the only training example, N
2

, is represented by the following clause: 

N
2

: non-bicycle(obj3) :- wheel(obj3, p5) 

In this case, FOIL and FOCL show a different behaviour. In fact FOIL converges to the following 
concept definition: 

B: bicycle(A) :- wheel(A, B), wheel(A, C), B<>C 

while FOCL does not converge for the same reason as that reported in Section 4.1. The snapshot of the 
state of FOCL's search on this leaming problem is shown in Figure 7. 

The different behaviour of FOIL and FOCL is easily explained by the fact that FOIL by default 
extends the search also to the space of positive and negative literals in the formXj = Xk (see Section 2.1), 
while FOCL requires the user/teacher of the system explicitly set the eql built-in function in order to do 
the same, as stated in the previous section. Indeed, when such a parameter is set, FOCL learns the same 
rule discovered by FOIL: 

(bicycle_learned_rule ?O) 

2+ 1- Examples 
2+ O- Covered 

(wheel ?O ?2) 

(eql ?2 ?1) 

Itis worthwhile to observe that, without introducing the inequality relationship between variables, no 
concept definition of bicycle consistent with respect to the given training examples exists in the search 
space. Moreover, the reason for FOCL's non-termination is the same as that given above for the arch 
problem. These two observations imply that a correct implementation of the conquer stage can provide 
FOCL with the ability to detect that no correct rule exists and to extend automatically (or interactively) 
the search to the difference links (or inequality literals) in the formXj #Xk. 

(bicycle _learned _rule ?O) 

2+ 1- Examples 
64+ 1- Covered 

(wheel ?O ?l) 

(wheel ?O ?2) 

(wheel ?O ?3) 

(wheel ?O ?4) 

(wheel ?O ?5) [64+ 1-] 

Figure 7. Partial AND/OR graph produced by FOCL for the problem bicycle when the training set is 
TR = {B

1
, B

2
, N

2 
}. 
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4.3. Learning poker concepts 

In a recent paper presenting a new learning system for multiple concept learning, named M-FOCL, Datta 
and Kibler (1993) describe a problem which consists in learning a subset of the possible five card poker 
hands. Specifically, they learn the following concepts: one pair, two pair, three of a kind,four of a kind 
andfull house. 

In the paper, the authors consider two altemative representations of the examples. 
In the former representation, an example consists of the 5-tuple ( cardl, card2, card3, card4, card5) 

and they use the predicates rank( card, r) and suit( card, s) to describe the rank and the suit respectively 
of each card in the 5-tuple. 

In the latter representation, the 1-tuple ( hand) is used to describe an example. The predicates used in 
this representation are: 

one-pair( H) H is a hand containing exactly two cards of the same rank and 
whose suits are different 

hand-contains-card( H, C) C is a card of H 
suit(C, S) S is the suit of C 
value(C, V) V is the rank of C 
value-succ(V

1
, V

2
) V 

2 
is the successor of V 

1 

value<(V
1

, V) V 
1 

is less than V 
2 

Shortly, the main difference between the two representations is that the former introduces an artificial 
ordering among the cards in a hand, which causes a combinatoria! explosion of the search (Datta and 
Kibler, 1993, pg. 91), whereas in the latter the relational nature of an example is represented more 
properly, since an example is one object (hand) which consists of five subparts (cards). The latter 
representation is undoubtedly a better approximation of reality, as the same authors recognize -"The latter 
representation seems more intuitive, since it describes in detail the highly relational characteristics of 
the domain; .. ·." - but the authors claim that both FOCL and M-FOCL have space limitation problems 
when learning the concepts with such a representation. In particular, they indicate that the reason for the 
failures lies in the fact that the unbound variable? card in each literal of the kind hand-contains-card(? hand, 
?card) increases the search space by a factor of 5, following a similar explanation given by Quinlan 
(1990). 

Conversely, we claim that the problems FOCL, M-FOCL and FOIL run into when using such a 
representation have a different origin. 

Let us start with the following consideration: 
Itis easy to observe that the difference between the two alternative representations in the POKER domain 
is exactly the same as that existing between Quinlan's and our representation of the ARCH problem. 

As a consequence, we can hypothesize that the behaviour of both FOIL and FOCL on the poker 
domain will be the same as that shown for the arch problem, when the second representation is adopted. 

The empirical evaluation of FOIL and FOCL confirms our hypothesis. Indeed, we randomly 
generated a training set for learning the concept of one-pair consisting of four examples. Two of them 
are hands containing exactly two cards of the same rank and the remaining two examples are hands which 
do not contain any single pair (this means that they may contain three or four cards of the same rank and 
with different suits or two cards of the same rank and suit). 

FOIL takes .2 seconds to generate no clause, as expected. 
FOCL does not converge at all, but an analysis of the ongoing running of FOCL turns out to be again 
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extremely interesting. Figure 8 is a snapshot of FOCL's search ata time t. The partial clause generated 
shows clearly that FOCL will not converge to any complete and consistent rule. Furthermore, this time, 
besides performing its search within the same equivalence class of the specialization hierarchy of 
(]&/-, :::;;) rooted into the linked Horn clause one-pair(H) ~ 0, FOCL is actually exploring a set of 
completely meaningless clauses, as that shown in Figure 8, whose English interpretation is: 

"?O is a pair if there exist 6 hands which contain the same card (?l)." 
Even more so, the pattern described by this rule does not occur in any of the training examples 

given to the learning system (2nd trap). This happens because FOCL, as well as FOIL, generates and 
tests all the possible variabilizations of the defined predicates, provided that they do not violate the 
constraint oflinkedness of the current clause, that is, all the variabilizations that contain at least one old 
variable. Among all the possible variabilizations, sorne of them give rise to patterns which do not match 
at all the structure of the training examples, but nonetheless they are considered promising by the 
information gain heuristic because the original training examples do not exist anymore as a whole, i.e. 
as ground definite clauses, since they have been atomized and stored as tuples of a relational database, 
according to Quinlan's paradigm (1990) for "Learning Logical Definitions from Relations". 

The following example should make clear the limits of an over simplistic use of a relational database 
to represent the training instances in a system that learns logical theories. 

Example 10. 
Consider the following two five card poker hands, each one containing an instance of the concept one
pair and represented as : 

one-pair(H
1
) :- hand-contains-card(H

1
, J-H), hand-contains-card(H

1
, J-S), 

hand-contains-card(H
1

, 9-H), hand-contains-card(H 
1
, 8-H), 

hand-contains-card(H
1
, A-S), ... 

one-pair(H
2

) hand-contains-card(H
2

, K-H), hand-contains-card(H
2

, K-S), 
hand-contains-card(H

2
, 10-D), hand-contains-card(H

2
, 7-H), 

hand-contains-card(H
2

, A-S), ... 

where, for clarity sake, we neglected to report all the literals whose predicate is differentfrom hand-contains
card. Both in FOIL and in FOCL these two examples are represented as the following set of tuples of 
the relation hand-contains-card: 

hand-contains-card 
<H

1
, J-H> 

<H
1
, J-S> 

<H 1, 9-H> 
<H 1, 8-H> 
<H 1, A-S> 

(hand-contains-card ?O ?l) 

(hand-contains-card ?2 ?l) 

(one-pair _learned_rule ?O) 
2+ 2- Examples 

(hand-contains-card ?3 ?l) 

(hand-contains-card ?4 ?l) 

556+ 2- Covered (hand-contains-card ?5 ?l) 

(hand-contains-card ?6 ?l) [556+ 314-: 

Figure 8. The inconsistent partial clause produced by FOCL for the concept one-pair in the poker 
domain. lts English translation is completely counterintuitive. 
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<H
2

, K-H> 
<H

2
, K-S> 

<H
2

, 10-D> 
<H2, 7-H> 
<H2, A-S> 

When any of these two learning systems perlorms its search in the hypothesis space, the only tools 
available are the linkedness and the information gain heuristic. Each linked clause defines athreadwithin 
the relational database that joins ali the tuples directly or indirectly related to the arguments in the head 
of the clause. It is easy to see that if we pull up the thread from the head H

1
, all the tuples in the hand

contains-card relation and, more precisely, all the tuples in the poker database, hang from the thread, 
because of the ace of spades (A-S). 

The example above demonstrates that linkedness alone cannot prevent a first-order learner, that uses 
a relational database to store the training instances, from losing the structure of an example as a whole 
and, consequently, from generating and testing all the possible variabilizations of the given primitives, 
including those that give rise to completely meaningless clauses which do not mirror the structure of any 
training instance. The knowledge representation consideration underlying the conclusion above also 
applies to those learning systems from the area ofILP that store the training examples asfacts in a Prolog 
database, by splitting the body of an example into its composing literals. 

For the sake of completeness, we performed two further experiments with FOIL and FOCL, on the 
same input data that gave rise to negative results, in order to rule out potential alternative explanations 
of the reported failures in the poker domain. 

In the first experiment, we changed the stopping criterion of FOIL's conquer stage, which is based 
on Rissanen's Minimum Description Length (MDL) principie (1983). According to this criterion, an 
inconsistent clause C is not extended further if the bits required to encode the new clause D =Cu {L.} 

1 

exceed the bits needed to indicate the covered tuples12
• The change we made allows FOIL to find a 

complete and consistent rule. Indeed, FOIL takes 1450.1 secs to generate the following rule: 

ONE-PAIR(A) HAND-CONTAINS-CARD(A,B), VALUE(B,C), -VALUE<(D,C) 
ONE-PAIR(A) :- HAND-CONTAINS-CARD(A,B), SUIT(B,C), VALUE(B,D), 

VALUE-SUCC(E,D), -VALUE<(F,E), SUIT(F,C), 
HAND-CONTAINS-CARD(G,F), HAND-CONTAINS-CARD(H,F), G<>H, 
-HAND-CONTAINS-CARD(A,F) 

Therefore, the cause of the previous negative result seems to be the MDL-based stopping criterion. 
But a thorough analysis of the results reveals that the rule generated by FOIL is not the correctdefinition 
of the concept one-pair. Furthermore, the second clause of the rule above describes a pattern that occurs 
in no positive training examples, if we consider the five card hands as our training examples. The original 
clause generated by FOIL's conquer stage (before post-pruning) is the following: 

ONE-PAIR(A) :- HAND-CONTAINS-CARD(A,B), SUIT(B,C), VALUE(B,D), 
VALUE-SUCC(D,E), VALUE-SUCC(F,D), -VALUE<(G,F), 
SUIT(G,C), VALUE(G,H), HAND-CONTAINS-CARD(l,G), 
HAND-CONTAINS-CARD(J,G), HAND-CONTAINS-CARD(K,G), 
HAN D-CONTAINS-CARD(L,G), k>J, -HAN D-CONT AINS-CARD(A,G) 

It reveals that even FOIL's conquer stage performs its search in (1&, ~) rather than in the lattice 
(1&/-,~).Indeed, theliterals HAND-CONTAINS-CARD(L,G) and HAND-CONTAINS-CARD(K,G) 
should not be generated at all. 

12. This change was made by modifying properly the C languagc macro Cos tOfLi t in the file defns.i of FOCL5.0. 
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As a consequence, we cannot ascribe the previous failure to the stopping criterion of FOIL's conquer 
stage. 

Object identity assurnption alone cannot recover this shortcoming. It is needed to store the training 
instances as ground Hom clauses in a data structure that preserves the intrinsically relational nature of 
the examples. Then, the positive and negative exarnples covered by a clause should be cornputed with 
respect to this structure, rather than with respect to the tuples in the relational database. 

In the second experiment, we exploited the possibility of FOCL of using constraints to limit the search 
space. Specifically, we reduced the nurnber of variabilizations of a predicate, that are generated and 
tested during the conquer stage, by declaring properly the mode of the predicate. Mode information is 
associated with each argurnent of a predica te and indicates whether that argument rnust be an old variable 
(an inputvariable, accordingto logicprogrammingterminology) ormay beanewone13

• From theprevious 
experiments, it is clear that the problems of FOIL and FOCL with the poker domain come from the fact 
that these systems are nota ble to rule out unrealistic variabilizations of the predicate hand-contains-card, 
such as: 

ONE-PAIR(A) :- ... , HAND-CONTAINS-CARD(G,F), HAND-CONTAINS-CARD(H,F), 
G<>H, ... 

Therefore, we used the mode in order to specify that the first argument of the predicate hand-contains
card must be an old variable. Figure 9 shows the rule produced by FOCL with such a parameter setting. 
Sorne literals in the rule have been deleted by the phase of clause simplification, which post-processes 
each clause in a rule to eliminate any literal that turns out to be unnecessary. This phase is needed to 
overcome the greediness of the hill-climbing search strategy, which sometimes finds local maxima 
rather than global ones. It is worthwhile to note that the second clause of the rule is the correct concept 
definition of one-pair, that is, it is consistent and complete w.r.t. the given training exarnples. Therefore, 
the first clause in the rule turns out to be redundan t. This suggests straightway the need of having in FOIL 
and FOCL also a smart post-processor of rules that inspects each clause within a rule and deletes 
redundant clauses. 

( one-pair _ learned _rule ?O) 
2+ 2- Examples 
2+ O- Covered 

(hand-contains-card ?O ?1) 

(hand-contains-card ?O ?2) 

(value-succ ?-1 ?4) 

[1+ O-] 

Figure 9. The rule produced by FOCL for the concept one-pair in the poker domain by forcing the first 
argument of hand-contains-card to be an old variable. 

13. There are three mode specifications: :+, :- and :? indicating that the argument must, must not and could or not be bound, 
respectively. 
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4.4. Document understanding 

Esposito, Malerba, Semeraro, and Pazzani (1993a) describe a real world problem that can be addressed 
by means of inductive learning techniques. The problem is document understanding and consists in 
learning classification rules for the identification of logical components in the page layout of any office 
document. Indeed, according to the ODA/ODIF standard (Horak, 1985), any document is characterized 
by two different structures representing both its content and its interna! organization: The layout (or 
geometric) structure and the logical structure. 

The former associates the content of the document with a hierarchy of layout objects such as text lines, 
vertical/horizontal lines, graphic elements, photographic elements, columns, pages and so on (Figure 
10). The latter associates the content of the document with a hierarchy of logical objects such as title, 
abstract, paragraphs, sections, chapters, tables, figures, footnotes, page number and so on (Figure 11). 

The layout/logical structure of a document is described by a set of attributes, that give the 
characteristics of each object, as well as relations among different objects. Far instance, layout objects 
can be characterized by the type of content (text, graphics, etc.), their position in the page, their shape, 
their dimension, as well as the numerical properties of their bitmaps, while logical objects can be 
described by their type (abstract, paragraph, etc.), sorne key-words contained in the text (date, figure, 
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Figure 10. The hierarchical layout structure of a 
document. 
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etc.), and theirposition. Several kinds of relationships 
among objects can be defined. Of course, the hierarchy 
in the layout/logical structures defines sorne 
hierarchical relationships among objects of the same 
structure. However, other, and perhaps more 
interesting, relationships exist among logical objects 
(logical-logical relationships) and among layout 
objects (layout-layoutreiationships). An example of 
layout-layout relationship is the mutual position of 
two layout objects, while the cross-reference of a 
caption to a figure or the reading arder of sorne parts 
of a document are two examples of logical-logical 
relationships. Finally, logical-layout relationships 
between one or more elements of the layout hierarchy 
and one element of the logical hierarchy can be 
defined. These last are the most interesting, since 
they allow us to identify sorne logical components of 
a document without reading its content by means of 
an optical characterrecognizer (OCR) but using only 
layout ( or geometrical) characteristics. For instan ce, 
in a standard English letter, the date is under the 
sender' s address which is in turn in the top left hand 
comer. This simple layout information can be 
profitably exploited by a document management 
system to identify specific portions of content 
(INTREPID, 1992). Therefore, when there exist 
logical-layoutrelationships, dueto a standard format 
of the document, then it is possible to understand a 
document by using only layoutinformation extracted 
from the layout analysis process. 

The complete set of predicates used to describe 
the layout/logical structure of the documents is 
reported in Table II. 

The problem of document understanding can be 
castas a learning problem. Given a set of documents 
whose page layouts have already been analyzed and 
assumed that sorne layout objects ha ve been correctly 
labelled according to their meaning - for instance, as 
a sender or receiver block in a letter - then the 
classification rules for the identification of logical 
objects in other (previously unseen) documents can 
be learned inductively. 

The main advantage of 1 adopting a machine 
learning approach for this problem is a greater 
flexibility of the office document management system 

Table 11 

Predicates for the Page Layout Description 

Predica te 
logic_type-sender(X) 
logic_type-receiver(X) 
logic_type-logo(X) 
logic_type-ref(X) 
logic_type-date(X) 
logic_type-unsigned(X) 

widlh-very-very-small(X) 
widlh-very-small(X) 
widlh-small(X) 
widlh-mediwn-small(X) 
widlh-mediwn(X) 
width-medi wn-Iarge(X) 
widlh-large(X) 
widlh-very-large(X) 
widlh-very-very-large(X) 

height-smallest(X) 
height-very-very-small(X) 
hei ght-ve ry-small(X) 
height-small(X) 
height-medium-small(X) 
height-medium(X) 
height-medium-large(X) 
height-large(X) 
height-very-large(X) 
height-very-very-Iarge(X) 
height-largest(X) 

type-text(X) 
type-hor-line(X) 
type-pictu re(X) 
type-ver-line(X) 
type-graphic(X) 
type-mixture(X) 

part_of(X, Y) 

position-top-left(X) 
position-top(X) 
position-top-right(X) 
position-left(X) 
position-center(X) 
position-right(X) 
position-bottom-left(X) 
pos i ti on-bottom (X) 
position-bottom-right(X) 

on_top(X, Y) 

to_right(X, Y) 

aligned-only-left-col(X, Y) 
aligned-only-right-col(X, Y) 
aligned-only-middle-col(X, Y) 
aligned-both-columns(X, Y) 
aligned-only-upper-row(X, Y) 
aligned-only-lower-row(X, Y) 
aligned-only-middle-row(X, Y) 
aligned-both-rows(X, Y) 

Meaning 

logical label of the 
layout object X 

width of the layout 
object X 

height of the layout 
object X 

type of the layout 
object X 

layout object Y belongs 
to document X 

position of the layout 
object X 

layoutobject X is on top 
of layout object Y 

layout object X is to the 
right of layout object Y 

layout objects X and Y 
are aligned 

since itcan be customized more quickly and easily. Nevertheless, document understanding is a complex 
learningproblem. The main source of complexity lies in the necessity of exploiting contextual information 
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during the learning process. Indeed, concepts to be learned refer to parts of a document rather than to the 
en tire document and, even more so, they are not independent of each other since parts of a document may 
be related to each other according to logical-logical relationships. Therefore document understanding 
is amultiple-concept learningproblem which cannot be castas a finite number of canonicalsingle-concept 
learning problems, as most of the existing multi-concept learners do on the ground of the implicit 
assumption that concepts to be learned are independent (independence assumption). More precisely, 
document understanding is an instance of the more general problem of learning mutually dependent 
concepts or Contextual Supervised Learning (CSL), that requires a learning paradigm different from the 
canonical one (Michalski, 1983). 

Of course, traditional learning algorithms making the independence assumption can still be exploited 
for the problem of document understanding by simply neglecting logical-logical relationships, but, as 
reported in (Esposito et al., 1993a), the empirical comparison of the traditional learning strategies with 
new strategies for CSL shows that, by dropping the independence assumption and taking into account 
concept dependencies, it is possible to generate more accurate and simpler rules, since the learning 
paradigm is a better approximation of reality, in spite of a kind of ripple ejfect affecting the classification 
process, for which any misclassification due to an overgeneralized/overspecialized rule is propagated 
to all the dependent rules. 

In the domain of document understanding, we considered a set of 30 single page documents, namely 
copies of letters sent by Olivetti. 

The task consists in learning 5 concepts, namely sender of the letter, receiver, logotype, reference 
number, and date. 

Six different experiments were performed. For each experiment, the set of 30 documents was 
randomly split into two subsets in six different ways: A training set of 20 documents and a testing set 
of 10 documents. Figure 12 shows an example of an Olivetti letter, in which the layout objects have been 
already detected by the phase of layout analysis and labelled by the teacher/user of the learning system 
according to their meaning. Each object (block) in the layout structure of a document constitutes a 
training/testing example. Figure 13 reports the complete description of the sender block for the letter in 
Figure 12. 

(Esposito et al., 1993a) reports the complete set of 36 experiments performed by exploiting FOCL's 
capability of using background knowledge (intensionally defined predicates) and/or relational clichés, 
and of producing recursive rules. 

In two cases, FOCL was notable to produce any complete and consistent rule for the concept date. 
More precisely, in the last of the six experiments performed by using both the available background 
knowledge and four clichés, FOCL was not able to generate a rule for the concept date after almost 4 
hours of CPU time on a SUN station 4/25. Indeed, FOCL preferred to introduce predicates with new 
variables (more than 10), enormously widening the search space ·at each step without really improving 
consistency. The existence of a simpler and consistent rule is guaranteed by the fact that in the previous 
experiments with only 2 clichés FOCL always converged towards a solution. FOCL showed a similar 
behaviour in the last of the six experiments made by setting FOCL's parameters to allow recursive rules 
and using again the background knowledge and the four clichés. Table 111 reports the number of training 
and testing examples used in both the experiments that produced negative results. 

The reason of FOCL's divergence is the same as for the arch and the bicycle problems: It searches in 
the wrong specialization hierarchy. 

This results points out that the conceptual deficiency of FOCL's conquer stage may become 
manifested in real world learning tasks, in addition to laboratory-sized ones. 
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Figure 12. Page layout of an Olivetti letter with 
labelled blocks. 

Table 111 

Training and testing examples for each class 
used in two experiments with FOCL 

Training set Test set 

logo 20 10 

sender 25 10 

ref 33 12 

date 24 13 

receiver 28 11 

unsigned 124 54 

TOTAL 254 110 

logic_type-sender(x2) ~ 

logic_type-receiver(x3 ), logic_type-unsigned(x4 ), 
logic_type-logo(x5), logic_type-date(x6), logic_type-ref(x7), 
logic_type-unsigned(x8), logic_type-unsigned(x9), 
logic_type-unsigned(xlO), logic_type-unsigned(xl 1), 
part_of(x 1,x2), part_of(x l ,x3 ), part_of(x 1,x4 ), part_of(x 1,x5), 
part_of(xl,x6), part_of(xl,x7), part_of(xl,x8), part_of(xl,x9), 
part_of(xl,xlO), part_of(xl,xl l), 
width-medium(x2), width-medium-large(x3), width-smallest(x4 ), 
width-medium(x5), width-medium-small(x6), 
width-medium-large(x7), width-very-very-large(x8), 
width-very-very-large(x9), width-medium-large(x 1 O), 
width-smallest(x 11), 
height-medium-large(x2), height-small(x3), height-smallest(x4 ), 
height-very-small(x5), height-very-very-small(x6), 
height-very-very-small(x7), height-smallest(x8), height-large(x9), 
height-medium-small(xlO), height-smallest(xl l), 
type-text(x2), type-text(x3). type-text(x4), type-picture(x5), 
type-text(x6), type-text(x7). type-text(x8), type-text(x9), 
type-mixture(xlO), type-text(xl 1), 
position-top-left(x2), position-top( x3 ), position-top-left( x4 ), 
position-top-left(x5), position-top-right(x6), position-top(x7), 
position-center(x8), position-center(x9), position-bottom-right(x 1 O), 
position-bottom-left(xl 1 ), 
on_top(x5,x8), on_top(x6,x8), on_top(x7,x8), on_top(x9,x10), 
to_right(x2,x4), to_right(x5,x7), 
aligned-both-columns(x2,x5), aligned-only-lower-row(x5,x7), 
aligned-only-left-col(x4,x7), aligned-both-rows(x7,x6), 
aligned-only-right-col(x8,x9), aligned-only-upper-row(x4,x3), 
aligned-only-left-col(x8,xl 1) 

Figure 13. Ground Hom clause for the sender of the 
layout in Figure 12. 

5. Theoretical solution and object identity 

In this section, we consider the negative results of 
FOIL and FOCL and propose theoretical solutions 
that prevent these systems from going through the 
troubles shown in Section 4. Moreover a practica! 
solution is proposed andimplementedin anew version 
of FOCL, namely FOCL-1-2-3 ver.1.10. The use of 
this new version of FOCL on the same tasks reported 
in Section 4 shows the strengths and the weaknesses 
of the practica! solution in comparison with the 
theoretically founded ones. 

The theoretical solution to the first kind of trap is 
to change the search space of the conquer stage of 
FOIL and FOCL from (l>, s;) to (l>/ - , s;). 

Practically speaking, this means to provide the 
conquer stage of the high level separate-and-conquer 

strategy with a procedure that performs a 0-subsumption equivalence test. This procedure should check 
if the current clause is equivalent ( under - ) to the el a use obtained by adding the literal ( or a combination 
of literals, if clichés are used) with the highest information gain. In the general case, this is an NP
complete problem, sin ce it involves a test for 0-subsumption, which is NP-complete (Garey and Johnson, 
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1979). In the particular case of FOIL and FOCL, the current clause C is a proper subset of the clause D, 
obtained by adding the literal with the maximum infonnation gain, since the conquer stage perfonns a 
general-to-specific search. Thus, the procedure needs to check only if D e-subsumes C. 

In formulae, e e D and we want to know if e - D. But e e D implies that D ~e, thus it is enough 
to check if e~ D. By Definition 4, e~ D :=:) 3 cr: DcrcC. 

D cr e e means that for each literal D¡ in D there is a corresponding literal ej in e such that 
D. cr =C.. Therefore, in the worst case, it is necessary to perform (IDI - 1) * (lel - 1) + 1 unifications. Sin ce 

1 J 

IDI = 1e1 + 1 (with the exception of the case in which a cliché has the maximum information gain), 
1e12 - 1e1 + 1 unifications of function-free literals are required. From the literature about unification 
(Siekmann, 1990; Knight, 1989), itis known that the best unification algorithms have a linear complexity 
in time (Paterson and Wegman, 1978; Martelli and Montanari, 1982). In conclusion, in the worst case, 
the procedure that performs the 0-subsumption equivalence test has a complexity in time equal to 0( n2 ), 

where n is the size of the current clause. 
The computational complexity of such a procedure can be reduced to 0( n) by observing that, for the 

conquer stage of FOIL and FOeL, the following proposition holds: 

Proposition 3. 
Let e 1 and e

1 
be two definite Horn clauses: 

e 1 reduced, e
1 
e e

1 
and vars(e

1
) = vars(e

2
) :=:) [e1]_ *- [e2]_ 

Proof: 
Ad absurdum. 
Let us suppose that e 1 and e

1 
are two definite Horn clauses s.t.: 

e 1 is reduced, e 1 e e
1

, vars(e
1
) = vars(e

2
) (i.e., e

1 
does not introduce new variables) and [e1]_ = [e2]_. 

Without loss of generality we can suppose e
1 
= {L

1
, L2, ... , LJ and e

1 
= {L1, L2, ... , L0

, L
0
+

1
}, so that 

e 1 = e 1 u {L
0
+1 }, where L

0
+1 is necessarily a literal in the body of e 2. Furthermore, vars(e

1
) = vars(e

2
) 

:=:) vars({L
0
+1})cvars(e1) (3) 

By definition, [e1L = [e2L means el~ e2 and e2 ~el. 
e 1 ~ e1 

=:::) 3 cr : e1 cr e e 1 :=:) H2 cr = H1, where as usual H¡ denotes the head of the clause e¡. 
e

1 
~ e 1 :=:) 3 µ : e 1 µ e e

1 
:=:) e 1 µ ~ e 1 u { L

0
+

1
} :=:) H

1 
µ = H2. It suffices to consider µ = {}. 

Therefore H1 = H2. But H2 cr = H1 holds, thus cr does not map any variable in H2. 
e1 cr e e 1 =:::) (e1 u {L

0
+1 })cr e e 1:=:) e 1cr e e

1 
and {L

0
+1 }cr ~ e

1
• 

Let us consider e 1 cr. 
We know that e 1cr e e 1 (4) 
e 1cr e e 1 =:::) e 1 ~ e 1cr and, obviously, it holds also e 1cr ~ e 1 (since e 1cr = e 1cr =:::) e 1cr e e 1 cr), thus 
e1 - e

1
cr (5) 

Now, either e
1
cr e e 1 or e 1cr = e 1 holds. 

Ife1crce1 holds, then e
1
cr=1:-e1.But(4)and(5)ande1cr=1:-e1 implythate

1 
isnotreduced, whichcontradicts 

the first hypothesis. 
If e 1cr = e 1 holds, then it suffices to consider cr = { }. But, then {L

0
+1 }cr e e

1 
is equivalent to say that 

{ L
0
+1} e e

1 
by (3), which contradicts the hypothesis that e

1 
e e

1
• 

As a consequence, it holds [e
1
]_ =1:- [e2]_ Q.E.D. 

In other words, it is nece&sary to perform a 0-subsumption equivalence test iff the new clause D 
introduces new variables. Therefore, sin ce D = e u { L 

1
}, where L 

1 
is the literal with maximum 

n+ n+ 

information gain, it is sufficient to search for a unification between L
0
+

1 
and one of the n literals in C, and 

this search has a linear complexity in the size of the clause. The trivial case in which L
0
+1 E e can be easily 

ruled out by preventing the search from adding a literal that already exists in the body of the currently 
generated clause. 
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The second trap, detected in the poker domain, is not sol ved by the change of the search space from 
(t,, ~)to (t,/ -, ~). In other words, the 8-subsumption equivalence test is not enough to avoid this kind 
of problem. It requires further processing. 

Sorne existing learning systems avoid such a trap by adopting different shrewdnesses. 
For instance, ML-SMART (Bergadano and Giordana, 1988) uses a relational database to store the 

training instances, but each tuple in the database is actually a pointer to another structure which contains 
the original examples, represented as ground Horn clauses. 

The systems by Winston (1970), Hayes-Roth (1974) and Hayes-Roth and McDermott (1977), and 
Vere (1975; 1977; 1980) representthe examples as graphs orequivalentformalisms (semantic networks, 
parameterized structural representations, conjunctions of literals, respectively). Moreover, they are 
incremental ( or data-driven) systems thatlearn lgg's (or Maximally-Specific Conjunctive generalizations). 

The family ofINDUCE learning systems (Larson, 1977; Dietterich, 1983; Bentrup et al., 1987) and 
INDUBI (Semeraro, 1988; Esposito, 1990) represent the examples as decision rules, a representation 
language equivalent to colored graphs (Stepp, 1984). Furthermore, they adopt the generalization model 
definedbytheoperationofsubgraphisomorphism(equivalenttoarestrictionof8

01
-subsumptiontodecision 

rules) to prevent the first kind of traps and the concept of seed to prevent the second kind of traps. A new 
system, called INDUBl/H (Esposito et al., 1993d), represents the examples as ground definite clauses 
and fully adopts the model of generalization defined by 8-subsumption under object identity. INDUBI/ 
H is an extension of INDUBI in severa! aspects. The main extension allows INDUBl/H to learn linked 
( definite) Hom clauses instead of decision rules, that can be viewed as Horn clauses with no head, i.e. 
variables are not allowed to occur in the action part of the rule. 

As to FOIL and FOCL, the solution adopted by ML-SMART seems the simplest to be implemented 
among all those listed above, since all these three systems adopt the same interna! representation of the 
examples. 

In order to overcome the first kind of problems, we changed the underlying model of generalization 
ofFOCL from 8-subsumption to 801-subsumption. As a consequence, the search space ofFOCL changes 
from (t, ::=;)to (t, :::;01). It is worthwhile to observe that such a solution is not equivalent to the theoretical 
one, but in sorne cases it eliminates the problem of non-termination, since it allows the search to move 
from an equivalence class to a distinct one whenever the literal with maximum information gain 
introduces a new variable. Nevertheless, if this literal does not introduce any new variable, Proposition 
3 guarantees that the search is not performed within the same equivalence class. In other words, this 
solution does not cover all the range of problems in which FOIL and FOCL can go through, but it 
represents an approximate solution that is very easy to implement in FOCL. 

This solution has been implemented in a new version of the system, namely FOCL-1-2-3 ver.1.10. 
This newversion ofFOCL allows the end-user/teacherto adopt the 8

01
-subsumption generalization model 

in a modular way. Indeed, the user can choose the type(s) of variables for which object identity is 
assumed. 

5.1. Learning the concept of an arch under object identity 

Figure 14 shows the complete AND/OR graph produced by FOCL-1-2-3 ver. 1.1 O with the same input 
data - training set and system parameters - as those u sed in the experiment described in Section 4.1., but 
changing properly the typing information in order to assume object identity for the variables that 
representa part of an arch. The shaded literals in the AND/OR graph are the inequality literals added 
by FOCL-1-2-3 ver.1.10 to a clause whenever a literal introduces a new variable whose type is part. 

Object identity assumption allows FOCL to prevent the problem of non termination of the search 
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(arch_learned _rule ?O) 

2+ 3- Examples 
2+ O- Covered 

(cont ?O? 1) 

(or-not-appl ?1) 

(cont ?O ?1) 

(or-ver ?1) 

(on ?2 ?1) 

[1+ 0-] 

[2+ 0-] 

Figure 14. Complete and consistent definition for the concept arch produced by FOCL-1-2-3 ver. 1.10 
by changing the underl ying model of generalization from 8-subsumption to 8 OI-subsumption. The shaded 
literals are the inequality literals which are explicitly added by FOCL-1-2-3 ver. 1.10 to the Horn clause 
representation of a concept definition. 

when learning a complete and consistent rule for the concept of arch. 

5.2. Learning the concept of a bicycle under object identity 

Figure 15 shows the rule generated by FOCL-1-2-3 ver. 1.10 when 8rn-subsumption is assumed as 
generalization model for the variables whose type is wheel. It is worthwhile to note that the concept 
definition produced is the same as that found by FOCL when the eql built-in function is set. 

Again, object identity assumption allows FOCL to recover the relevant property concerning the 
number of wheels, with no user intervention (to set the eql built-in function), and to overcome the 
problem of divergence of the conquer stage. 

5.3. Learning poker concepts under object identity 

In the poker domain we changed the generalization model from 8-subsumption to 80I-subsumption 
both for the variables whose type is hand and for the variables whose type is card. 

(bicycle_learned _rule_ 1 ?O) 
2+ 1- Examples 
2+ O- í".ovPrPli 

(wheel ?O ?1) 

Figure 15. Complete and consistent definition for the concept bicycle produced by FOCL-1-2-3 ver. 
1.10 by changing the generalization model for the variables whose type is wheel from 8-subsumption to 
80I-SUbSUffiption. 
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As expected, this time object identity assumption alone cannot recover the negative results obtained 
befare on this learning task. More precisely, 8

01
-subsumption model of generalization allows FOCL-1-

2-3 ver.1.1 O to overcome the problem of divergence of the conquer stage, as guaranteed by the theoretical 
analysis made above, but it cannot prevent the system from producing meaningless, even though 
complete and consistent, concept definitions, like that one shown by Figure 16. Nonetheless, object 
identity assumption <loes not jeopardize the good results obtained by FOCL using the mode constraint. 
Indeed, Figure 17 shows the rule generated by FOCL-1-2-3 ver.1.10 with the same parameter setting as 
that used to generate the rule in Figure 9, but making the object identity assumption both for the variables 
whose type is hand and for the variables whose type is card. The comparison of the two rules points out 
that there are no significant differences. The only difference concerns the deletion of the literal 
not ( suit ?2 ? 3 ), which becomes useless, on the ground of the given training examples, when 8

0
( 

subsumption is assumed as generalization model, since the variables ? 1 and ?2 can be no longer bound 
to the same card in a hand. 

(one-pair_learned_rule_l ?O) 
2+ 2- Examples 
2+ O- Covered 

(hand-contains-card ?O ?l) 

(hand-contains-card ?O ?5) 

(suit ?5 ?7) [2+ 0-] 

Figure 16. Complete and consistent definition for the concept one-pair produced by FOCL-1-2-3 ver. 
1.10 when 0m-subsumption (rather than 0-subsumption) is assumed as generalization model both for the 
variables whose type is hand and for the variables whose type is card. Sorne literals have been deleted 
by the process of clause simplification. 
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(one-pair _learned_rule ?O) 
2+ 2- Examples 
2+ O- Covered 

(hand-contains-card ?O ? 1) 

Figure 17. Rule produced by FOCL-1-2-3 ver. 1.10 for the concept one-pair when 0rn-subsumption is 
assumed as generalization model both for the variables whose type is hand and for the variables whose 
type is card and the mode of the first argument of the predicate hand-contains-card is set to :+. 

5.4. Document understanding under object identity 

As to the learning problem of document understanding, we repeated the 36 experiments reported in 
(Esposito et a/., 1993a) by adopting 0m-subsumption as generalization model. 

The results show that rules produced by FOCL-1-2-3 ver.1.10 for all the 34 cases in which FOCL-
1-2-3 ver.1.1 converged are exactly the same as the rules produced by dropping object identity 
assumption. Furthermore, object identity al lows FOCL to converge also in those two cases in which it 
was notable to generate any rule for the concept date. In particular, FOCL-1-2-3 ver.1.10 generated the 
same rule both in the last of the six experiments made by using the background knowledge and four 
clichés and in the last of the six experiments performed by setting FOCL's parameters to generate 
recursive rules and using again the background knowledge and the same four clichés as befare. Figure 
18 shows this rule. 

6. Conclusions and future work 

All learning systems need to 1clarify the adopted model of generalization and the space in which they 
perform the search for concept definitions. Formal methods and techniques, like those used in the area 
oflogic programming, can be useful to detectpotential sources of problems and conceptual shortcomings 
of the existing empirical (and integr'1:ted) learning systems and to suggest the suitable counteractions in 
arder to improve their performance. 



(to-the-right-side ?l ?O) 

(=?O ?l) 

(logic_type-date_learned_rule ?O) 

Figure 18. Rule produced by FOCL-1-2-3 ver. 1.1 O for the concept date under o bject identity assumption 
in the two experiments in which the system did not converge by dropping such assumption. The symbol 
... denotes the literals in which an intensionally defined predicate occurs. 

This paper constitutes an attempt to apply this analytical approach to two well-known learning 
systems, FOIL and FOCL. Plotkin's logical framework to inductive generalization (1970), properly 
revised to be adapted to the characteristics of the logical language used by these learning systems (and 
many others), proved useful both to point out sorne lacks that affect the search strategy of these systems 
and to suggest straightforwardly the adequate corrections. These corrections have been partially 
implemented in a new version of FOCL, namely FOCL-1-2-3 ver. 1.10, and proved effective to 
overcome sorne of the detected problems. Future work will concern the full implementation of the 
theoretically-founded mechanisms to overcome the detected problems and the empirical test of these 
mechanisms both on those learning tasks purposely used to stress FOIL and FOCL and on real world 
domains. Moreover, weintend to implementa new version ofFOCLin which, atfirst, the em-subsumption 
generalization modelisfully adopted (for any type ofvariables) and then the system autonomously learns 
the equality literals in the form [X;=X), if necessary. Indeed, object identity assumption turns out to be 
theoretically limitative when the concepts to learn are described by reflexive predicates and, more 
generally, when this kind of predicates are used (as intensionally or extensionally defined predicates). 
For instance, when learning the concept of murder(x, y), we should be able to cover also instances of 
suicides, that is, ground Horn clauses whose head is murder( g, g), where gis a constant of the language, 
or alternatively to recognize these instances as particular cases of murdering and generate a proper rule 
for the subclass murder(x, x) according toan object-oriented concept-learning scheme. Conversely, by 
assuming object identity, the learning system is compelled to generate a distinct clause for the training 
instances ofthekindmurder(g,g). Even though this behaviourisconsidered by sorne authors undesirable, 
it may lead to discover new concepts as subclasses of the concepts to learn. In the previous example of 
murdering, it leads to discover the concept suicide(:t). 

Theoretically, this new learning strategy should prove more efficient than that currently implemented 
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by FOCL-1-2-3 ver.1.1 O, since 8
01

-subsumption is more manageable than 8-subsumption, while learning 
the equality literals would happen rarely, according to a when-needed strategy. Again, the empirical 
comparison of the results produced by this new system to the results produced by FOCL-1-2-3 ver. 1.10 
will provide us with new hints about the effectiveness of this learning strategy. 

Furthermore, this analytic approach to concept learning allows us to identify the limits of commonly 
accepted theories and methodologies for inductive learning and to critically revise and reformulate them 
on the ground of the cited logical frameworks. For instance, we can now state that, under object identity, 
adding a literal to a clause is always a specializing rule (unless the added literal already exists in the 
clause), while, by dropping such assumption, this is no longer true. More precisely, it is true iff the new 
clause is not equivalent to the previous one. In a similar manner, the dropping condition generalization 
rule (Michalski, 1983), holds under 8

01
-subsumption, but it is no longer a generalization rule under 8-

subsumption if the new clause belongs to the same equivalence class as the previous one. The immediate 
consequence of this observation is that the generalization rules in (Michalski, 83) should be reformulated 
(indeed, Michalski uses implication, i.e. subsumption, as generalization model and the same observation 
applies also to implication) or, altematively, itshould be statedclearly thatthey hold under8

01
-subsumption. 

Another useful side effect of this analytic approach to concept learning is the development of sorne 
optimization techniques that can improve the efficiency of the learning algorithms by pre-processing the 
training instances or post-processing the produced rules. For instance, under the generalization model 
defined by 8

01
-subsumption, the turning constants into variables generalization rule (Michalski, 1983) 

becomes deterministic and can be used to prune the training set of those examples that are useless for 
the learning process, according to the following observation: 

Let E1 and E2 be two positive examples of the concept P and G any rule for P. By definition, E¡ s
01 

G and E¡y:::;01 G, i=l,2, where yis an inductive substitution (Vere, 1980) (or antisubstitution (Knight, 
1989)) that turns each distinct constant in E¡ in to a distinct variable, according to the turning constants 
into variables rule. Then, if it holds that E1 y s

01 
E

2 
y, then E

1 
y s

01 
E

2 
y s

01 
G, and E 

1 
is useless for leaming 

G. 
Thispre-processingtechniquehas been successfullyimplementedinINDUBI/H (Espositoetal., 1993d), 

together with the related post-processing technique that allows INDUBI/H to simplify the learned rules 
by deleting those clauses that are logically redundant, since they are 8-subsumed by other clauses in the 
same rule. This technique could be exploited by any learning system that adopts a high level separate
and-conquer strategy, such as AQ, INDUCE, FOIL and FOCL. 
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AppendixA. 

The complete descriptions of the five examples for the problem arch are: 

A1 arch(objl) 

A1 arch(obj2) 

NI non-arch( obj3) 

N1 non-arch( obj4) 

N3 non-arch( obj5) 

cont(objl,pl), cont(objl,p2), cont(objl,p3), 

on(pl,p2), on(p 1,p3), 

touch(pl,p2), touch(pl,p3), touch(p2,pl), touch(p3,pl), 

or-hor(p 1), or-ver(p2), or-ver(p3), 

sh-rect(p 1), sh-rect(p2), sh-rect(p3) 

cont( obj2,p4 ), cont( obj2,p5), cont( obj2,p6), 

on(p4,p5), on(p4,p6), 

touch(p4,p5), touch(p4,p6), touch(p5,p4), touch(p6,p4), 

or-not-appl(p4), or-ver(p5), or-ver(p6), 

sh-tri(p4), sh-rect(p5), sh-rect(p6) 

cont( obj3,p7), cont( obj3,p8), cont( obj3,p9), 

on(p8,p7), on(p9,p7), 

touch(p8,p7), touch(p9,p7), touch(p7 ,p8), touch(p7 ,p9), 

or-hor(p7), or-ver(p8), or-ver(p9), 

sh-rect(p7), sh-rect(p8), sh-rect(p9) 

cont(obj4,p10), cont(obj4,pl 1), cont(obj4,p12), 

on(plO,pll), on(p10,p12), 

touch(plO,pl l), touch(p10,pl2), touch(pl l,plO), touch(p12,p10), 

or-hor(plO), or-hor(pl 1), or-hor(pl2), 

sh-rect(plO), sh-rect(pl l), sh-rect(p12) 

cont( obj5,p 13), cont( obj5,p 14), cont(obj5,p 15), 

on(p13,p14), on(p13,p15), 

touch(p13,p14), touch(p13,pl5), touch(p14,p13), touch(p15,p13), 

touch(p 14,p 15), 

or-hor(p 13), or-ver(p 14), or-ver(p 15), 

sh-rect(p13), sh-rect(pl4), sh-rect(p15) 
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